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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. This study is concerned 
with the types of activities and the time consumed in these 
activities by the various grade levels of nursing personnel 
on selected wards of the Mount Auburn Hospital, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. 
Purpose of the studl• The main purpose of this study 
is to determine how effectively aides are being used on the 
nursing team, and whether, with further training and in-
creased supervision, they may function more extensively in 
the sub-professional activitie.s of nursing care. 
In order to determine how aides function in relation 
to other members of the nursing team, it was necessary to 
conduct a time and activity study of all personnel on select-
ed wards. 
Other purposes of this study are the following: 
1. To determine the amount of time spent by nursing 
personnel in administrative, instructive, clerical, profess-
ional, semi-professional and nonprofessional nursing duties. 
2. To ~nalyze the duties assigned to personnel, and 
to determine if these are consistent with grade placement. 
3. To determine to what extent the head nurse can 
be relieved of non-nursing duties by 
(a) Delegation of selective administrative duties 
to an assistant head nurse, 
(b) Delegation of routine clerical duties to a 
ward secretary. 
4. To determine, as well as can be, the nursing 
education value of student experience. 
5. To determine, as extensively as possible by ob-
jective means, the quality of nursing care given to patients. 
6. To determine if the amount of equipment, sup-
plies, location of same, procedures and policies are such as 
to contribute most effectively to the conservation of time 
and energy of the nursing staff and, in turn, contributing 
to the quality of nursing care. 
Source of ~ problem. A study to determine how ef-
fectively aides are being used, and how they might better 
serve the hospital and the patient, was suggested by the 
nursing administrative staff. Subsequently, the study request 
was extended to cover the entire nursing staff of one or more 
wards. The study lends itself to constructive action; in-
quiry from the nursing staff itself as to information that 
will lead to group study of the survey results, and develop-
ment of a remedial plan for any indicated changes. 
Importance of the studx. The study will provide in-
formation as to the character of activities of nursing 
2. 
personnel, as well as information that may be useful in 
considering redistribution of personnel, or assignment of 
duties. It will also i ndicate the kind, and amount of 
care g iven to patients and the amount of instruction given 
to patients and personnel and, to some extent, the nursing 
education value of student experience. 
Goodell1 in 1932, in disc ussing the need for research 
in nursing says, "Research means getting facts and organiz-
ing them. These facts are largely times and measurements." 
Limitation of the study. The hospital nursing staff 
consists of 100 graduate nurses, 102 students and 50 aides. 
The nursing personnel selected for study were located on 
a Medical-Surgical ward of 26-bed capacity; an Obstetrical 
ward of 28-bed capacity and a Pediatric ward of 32-bed capa-
city. The study included every member of the nursing staff 
of these wards who was willing to participate voluntarily 
2 in the study. Again, Goodell says of participation, "Time 
study should be undertaken by nurses and not superimposed 
upon them. It makes for a high sense of responsibility and 
1 Francis Goodell, 11 Re search Of, By and For the . 
Nurse", American Journal of Nursing, 32: 1019-22, October, 
1932. 
2 Ibid., pp. 1019-22. 
3. 
and of promise for a continually rising professional status." 
The study was conducted for a seven-day period from 7 A.M. to 
12 midnight during the middle of December, 1949. It wa s pro-
posed to conduct a second seven-day study at an interval of 
two months for the purpose of increasing the study results. 
Because of the burden imposed on the nursing staff by the 
keeping of the time books, the plan for t h e second seven-
day study was abandoned. 
Those who participated in the study were the day 
Supervisors, head nurses, assistants and acting head nurses 
of t h e three services. 
On the Medical-Surgical service five staff nurses, 
five students, four pre-clinical students and six aides took 
part; the possible number being six, five, eight and six 
respectively. Of the staff nurses 1 time books, only two 
were useable in the study since two of the nurses worked 
part time completing no full day; the time entries of a 
third staff nurse were incomplete. All five of the students 
are represented in the time study results, as well as the 
four pre-clinical students. Of the aides' time books, fi ve 
were used; the sixth aide being a part-time worker. 
On the Obstetrical service ten staff nurses, nine 
students and four aides participated in the study; the 
possible number being eleven, nine and seven. Of the ten 
4. 
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nurses, the books of nine were used; the tenth being that 
of a part-time worker. 
On the Pediatric service, ten staff nurses, ten 
students and five aides participated; the possible number 
being eleven, ten and six. Of the ten staff nurses, one 
was a part-time worker with no full day complete. Two of 
the students' books were not kept in sufficient detail for 
use. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Staff Nurse. Throughout the report of this study 
the term "staff nurse" shall be interpreted as a graduate 
registered nurse engaged in general bedside nursing. 
Student. A "student" shall be interpreted to mean 
a member of the three-year School of Nursing. 
Aide. An "aide", as interpreted by the nursing 
staff of the hospital in which this study was conducted, is 
an employee without training in nursing. An orientation 
program during the first week of employment, conducted by 
the clinical instructor, includes practice in bed making, 
housekeeping and simple nursing procedures. There are no 
requirements as to age or education. 
Part time. For the purposes of this study, "part-
time" shall indicate an incomplete 8-hour day of employment -
Part-time nurses and aides who worked one or more full 
5, 
8-hour day s have been included in the study. 
Classification of duties. There are no wholly-
accept ed criteria, known to the writer, as to the classi-
fication of nursing duties. Taylor3 has classified the 
main duties into Group A duties, primarily professional; 
Group B duties, semi-professional and Group C duties, non-
professional. Pfefferkorn4 states, "The dis tinction be-
tween nursing and non-nursing duties cannot be fixed by 
an arbitrary classification or a statistical count. 11 A 
function which , in one instance, may unmistakably be the 
function of the nurse may, in another instance, be legita-
mately delegated to the maid or orderly. Despite these 
marginal duties, there are certain duties in the di f fer-
ent divisions which clearly belong in the schedule of the I 
maid or orderly ~oup. The marginal duties brought out by 
Pfefferkorn are clerical work, diets, errands, house k eep-
ing, medical, surgical supplies a nd making beds. 
3 Keith o. Taylor, "Methods of Me a suring the 
Quality of Nursing Care," Modern Hospital, 66: 52-55, 
April, 1946. 
4 Blanche Pfefferkorn, "What Do Student Nurses 
Do," American Journal of Nursing, 33: 35-56, January , 
1933. 
6. 
In another article by Pfefferkorn5 , she states the 
need for an analysis of the duties that are of an adminis-
trative type, ward housekeeping, clerical duties, bedside 
care of patients, supervision of bedside care and others. 
Gordon6 classifies nursing activities und er seven 
groups, while Streeter7 clas s ifies them under first, second 
and third level activities. 
For the purposes of this study, Taylor 1 s 3 classifica-
tion has been used as a guide. Within the study itself, 
activities that appear under one classification, in one ward 
situation, may appear under another classification in a 
different situation. Thus, feeding patients is classified 
as a semi-professional duty on the Medical-Surgical service, 
but becomes a professional duty in the premature nursery of 
the Pediatric service. 
Class I. A miscellaneous group including ad-
ministrative, supervisory, teaching , learning, 
clerical and personal activities and duties. 
5 Blanche Pfefferkorn, tt Nursing Service Costs, Nurs-
ing Service and Nursing Garett, The Hospital in Modern Society, 
p.202, Arthur Bachmeyer and Gerhard Hartman, editors, The 
Commonwealth Fund, N. Y., 1943. 
6 Phoebe Gordon, "Time Study of Head Nurse Activities", 
American Jou~l of Nursing, 34: 1099-1103, September, 1934. 
7 Virginia Streeter, "Reallocation of Nursing Activi-
ties", American Journal of Nursing, 50: 102-4, February, 1950. 
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Class A. This group i ncludes those duties 
which are primarily professional. 
Class B. Th is group includes the s e mi-
professional duties. 
Class C. In this group are included the non-
profes s ional duties. 
Study. "Study", unde r Class I, includes the time of 
students spent off the war d , but i ncluded in hours of duty. 
Th is provision is made b y the School of Nursing, and is 
equal in time to that devoted to formal classes. "Study" 
also includes time spent, by graduates a nd students, on 
the wards in reading patients' histories, or in reviewing 
professional literature. 
8. 
CH.APTEH II 
:REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Reported studies of time and activity analysis, 
numerous enough in industrial literature, have been rela-
tively few in nursing. This may be due largely to the 
recent and continuing emergence of nursing as a profess-
ion and its necessary anxiety over its struggling progress. 
1 
In 1932, in an article by Goodell on the need for 
research in nursing, this concept of delay is brought out 
in a quoted article by Cooke: 
It seems wholly likely, therefore, that 
the organi zed profession of nursing, freed from 
some of its economic anxieties which perhaps 
necessarily engross its attention at the moment, 
will some day initiate on its own account and 
for its own professional joy and satisfaction, 
t hose meticulously searching inquiries into its 
own practice and technics which invariabl~ pre-
cede t he development of any true science. 
Goodell goes on to call attention to the place of 
time studies in industry and the revolutionary changes 
which followed, and says he "what has all this to do with 
1 Francis Goodell, "Research Of, By and For the 
Nurse, 11 Ameri~Journal of Nursing, 32: 1019-22, October 
1932. 
2 Ibid, p. 1019. 
nursing? --- On tl1e other hand, many procedures do not in-
volve the patient directly." Time study shows that even 
when the p atient is in1.0 lved, a surprisingly small amount 
of the time consumed is directly concerned with the patient. 
It is indicated that a more definite knowledge of 
the daily work volume should promote quality of service by 
reducing periods of inadequate staff. Time study results 
may be expected to furnish definite data upon which the 
supervisor may assign the work of the ward. It will be 
possible, too, through knowledge of the amount of time re-
quired for various nursing procedures to calculate,with 
precision, the number of nurses needed in a given unit 
throughout the day or night. The assignment of patients to 
nurses on such a scientific basis will make it possible for 
the nur s e to know what is expected of her in a g iven time 
a nd the amount o f work that is a standard accomplishment 
for that time. 
Another advantage of time study is that it will 
analyze the details of routines to the point ~1ere certain 
portions of nursing routines will show themselves to be 
within the capacity of the less-skilled worker. 
Time study may also indicate need for re-arrangment 
of equipment, or simple changes in manag ement of supplies. 
Such changes may have alrea~y been contemplated and the 
10. 
time studies simply show, in a convincing way, how much can 
be saved in walking, or other needless expenditures of time 
and energy. 
Industrial time studies discovered that once stand-
ards were decided upon it was possible to improve instruct-
ion of beginners and thus avoided weeks of discouragement 
and fumbling on the part of young workers. ~pplied to 
nursing , the instructor, aided by the knowledge of required 
work habits, can guide the nursing student into correct 
habits of learningJ 
3 Mr. Goodell , in a second article, explains the 
stop watch technic of time study. This presupposes con-
siderable training on the part of the observer, as well as 
limits the number of nursing personnel whose activities 
can be studied, . or else greatly lengthens the time study 
period. 
As an example of the stop watch technic of study 
a few items, together with times consumed,in the observa-
tion of bath procedure are listed below: 
1 - Walk to bed 
2 - Put on apron 
3 - Fasten 2 cuf fs 
4 - Tie belt 
.11 (seconds) 
.24 
.13 
.22 
3 Francis Goodell, "The Technic of Time Study", 
American Journal of Nursing, 32: 1170-4, November, 1932. 
i 11. 
The list goes on with seventeen more items before 
the nurse gets to the procedure of washing the patient's 
face. Such information, available for the procedure itself, 
would furnish the instructor with useful evaluative 
material, as well as fUrnish the supervisor, or head nurse, 
with the time allowance needed to carry out the procedure. 
One of the early time studies in nursing, by a 
4 
nurse, is that conducted by Brett and reported by Sellew • 
The findings were based on a study of day schedules indi-
eating the usual duties performed by nursing personnel. 
In addition, the type of ward, the bed capacity, the num-
ber and status of employees was stated. This study re-
vealed that twenty-three members of the nursing staff on 
a psychiatric receiving ward gave 1,000 hours of care to 
twenty-two patients, while forty-two nursing staff members, 
on a semi-disturbed and physically-ill ward, gave 2,004 
hours to ninety-four patients. Duties of students and 
attendants were listed, but the detail of nursing care and 
the time consumed are not revealed in this type of time 
study. 
Dick5 also conducted a study of nursing hours in 
4 Gladys Sellew, "A Study of Nursing Care Given to 
Mental Patients In The Cook County Hospital," American 
Journal of Nursing, 29: 143-7, February, 1929. 
5 Katherine R. Dick, 11 Nur sing In A State Hospital", 
American Journal of 1~sing, 41-401-7, April, 1941. 
12. 
a psychiatric institution. Her finding s were based on an 
analysis of time slips, for a period of six months, covering 
seven services comprised of forty-five wards. The average 
time for patient care in a twenty-four hour period was: 
46 minutes on the acute service 
33 minutes on the continued treatment service 
69 minutes on the physically ill service 
Pfefferkorn6 , in 1933, reported a study conducted by 
the National League of Nursing Education in ten eastern 
hospitals. The period observed was from 10 A. M. to 7 P.M. 
on twenty-two wards of the ten hospitals. From this study, 
it was learned that students spent from: 
0 to 22 minutes in clerical duties 
6 to 306 minutes in serving diets 
0 to 42 minutes in errands 
0 to 251 minutes in housekeeping 
oiling furniture, 42 minutes 
washing out soiled linen, 37 minutes 
scrubbing beds, tables, bedpans, 47 minutes 
0 to 113 minutes in making empty beds 
0 to 104 minutes in medical-surgical supplies. 
The non-nursing activities varied from 3 per cent 
on one ward to 67 per cent on another. From these find-
ings, Pfefferkorn questioned the educati·onal value of 
student experience in activities consuming such variation 
of time in a ten-hour period. 
6 Blanche Pfefferkorn, "What Do Student Nurses Do", 
American Journal of Nursing, 33: 55-66, January, 1933. 
I 
I 13. 
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In field observations made by Pfefferkorn 7 in seven 
hospitals, the type of activities of night{student) nurses 
were studied. The results indicated variation in staffing 
like services, the time per patient varying from 21.8 
minutes in one hospital to 144.0 minutes in another. These 
facts are lessened in importance by the fact that attend-
ants were employed in the former hospital while the census 
was lower than usual in the latter. One student had not 
had her medical or her surgical lextures; yet she was 
caring for twenty-four patients, three of whom were criti-
cally ill. 
Under such conditions, either routines are carried 
out, and the very ill patients neglected, or routines are 
omitted entirely or, in part, and the seriously sick g iven 
the bulk of the nurses' time and attention. 
8 The Bellevue Nursing Study used Miss Pfefferkorn, 
two graduate nurses, a cleri.cal assistant and help from a 
statistical consultant. The period studied covered a 
year; the cost was substantial. 
As rapidly as weaknesses were revealed, as a result 
of the study, they were corrected. Analysis showed exactly 
7 Blanche Pfefferkorn, . nA Ne w Deal for the Patient 
At Night", American Journal of Nursing , 32: 1179-89, 
November, 1932. 
8 Bellevue Nursing S tudy, editorial, American 
Journal of Nursin~~ 31: 1292, December, 1931. 
14. 
when the nursing load was heaviest; redistribution of 
functions and of nurses relieved the overload. Nurses, 
late on duty, revealed need for additional elevator ser-
vice. The breakfast hour, postponed to 7:30 A.M. distri-
buted the nursing load more equitably. The timing of 
nursing procedures led to analysis of technics with revis-
ion as indicated. The study showed that a ratio of one 
student to four patients was needed on the medical service, 
based on actual bedside nursing requirements. 
It was shown conclusively that, if a program of 
ward teaching is to be carried on, special personnel must 
be provided. A second graduate nurse, directly responsi-
ble for patient care and student teaching, was added to 
the staff of every ward. 
Graphs showed need for, and resulted in, employment 
of more nurses. 
A study carried on at The University of Ivlinnesota9 
utilized the observation method. Th irty-six head nurses 
and supervisors were followed for at least a week by a 
faithful nshadow". Once every sixty seconds the timer 
noted the activity of a head nurse. Observations were re-
corded in symbols. T. was written beside a recorded 
9 Phoebe Gordon, "Time Study of Head Nurse Activi-
ties", American Journal of Nursing, 34: 1199-1103, 
September, 1934. 
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activity to indicate telephone time. W. beside an acti-
vity indicating desk work. Desk work accounted for 18.5 
per cent of the head nurse's time. The purpose of the 
study was not to draw conclusions, but to give facts. A 
rather different grouping of activities was used than in 
the Pfefferkorn articles; seven time groups as follows: 
Patients - care to patients, or for 
patients 
Doctor dressings, rounds, orders, 
telephone 
Administration - making out assignments, 
other 
Supervision -
Teaching - actual teaching including 
demonstrations 
Visitors - all visitors including doctors 
Miscellaneous - special reports, other 
Housekeeping included checking equipment, requisitions for 
replacements, directing maids and orderlies, contacts with 
laundry, engineer and other. 
Scheidt10 discusses and criticizes the practice of 
comparing nursing service in different hospitals on a 
basis of ratio of nurses to patients. 
Such a comparison gives no consideration to 
such factors as: How many hours does the nurse 
work? How many ward helpers and orderlies are 
on the staff to relieve the nurses of nonpro-
fessional nursing functions? How many nurses 
are student nurses? How many nurses are assigned 
to emergency admitting rooms? Does the number~f 
nurse~ include the training school staff? How 
10 Albert Scheidt, Executive Director,Chicago Hospital 
Council, "A Practical Method of Making Time Studies". Hospi-
ta 1 Management 48: 35-40, November, 1939. 
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many nurses are assigned to the out-patient de-
partment? How many nurses are assigned to de-
livery rooms? How many nurses perform semi-cleri-
cal functions which may be handled by ward clerks 
in the institution with which comparison is de-
sired? To what extent is the nurse being asked 
to practice medicine by the staff? Does the 
hospital have interns? ••• And yet we swap figures 
on these simple ratios ••• without knowing about 
these factors which must be considered if ratio 
is to be of any value. 
Other factors affecting ratio are layout of wards, 
placement of desk, telephone, medicine cabinets, steri-
lizers, admitting rooms, the length of the corridor and 
t;ype and amount of equipment. 
Nothing has been said about the type of patient, 
the nature of duties performed by the maid and orderly 
group. Without these factors being known, comparison on 
the basis of ratio is dangerous. 
Two methods of study are suggested by Scheidt; one 
the study of bedside nursing hours. The implication is 
that the diary method of timekeeping is utilized. This 
is the only reference to this method the writer has found 
in the literature. Scheidt states, in part: 
To make the most effective use of this plan 
the individual nurse must make daily detailed 
analysis of the use of her time, or the adminis-
trator must furnish a clerk or nurse to make 
such tabulation. This results in a high cost 
if carried out over any period of time ••• 
The second system does not allow for adjustment of 
differences. It assumes that non-nursing functions are 
r 
I 
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approximately proportional from day to day. Its method: 
1. Total hours spent by supervisory staff 
in hospital each day divided by the total 
patient days provides the amount of time de-
voted to supervisory service for the average 
patient. Exclude from the supervisory time 
any proportionate time devoted to general 
administration of the hospital in an adminis-
trative capacity. Likewise, excluse time of 
nurses and others spent in operating room, 
emergency admitting rooms, delivery rooms, 
clinics, teaching ••• 
2. Total general duty graduate nursing hours 
as above. 
3. Total student nursing hours as above. 
4. Total ward helper and orderly hours. 
In a general way, the sum of time devoted under this 
arrangement by the graduate nursing staff and students bears 
a close relationship to bedside nursing care developed by 
stop watch methods. This method appears a much simpler 
tabulation of data. Another advantage is that the cost is 
within reason over an extended period of time. 
Results in one instance, based on this method of 
survey, showed that 
1. The ratio of nursing hours to patient days 
was high on one ward while the opposite con-
dition prevailed on another. It pointed up 
the need for more flexibility in use of 
general duty nursing time. 
2. It exploded the theory that convalescent 
patients require less time. 
3. Nursing cost of caring for mother and baby 
is just as expensive as carrying out iso-
lation technic for infected patients. 
18. 
4. Little, if any, nursing time is saved in 
handling patients in 2-bed rooms, as com-
pared with single rooms. 
5. A substantial saving is realized in caring 
for ward patients if the ward consists of 
six or more beds. 
6. Nursing time for a major operation 
ed by several hours any estimate. 
year's average was 15.32 hours per 
tion. 
exceed-
The 
opera-
Mr. Scheidt has used this system of analysis of nurs-
ing hours and found it to be pr_actical. 
Taylor11 , in a series of three articles, describes 
the nursing care in three hospitals. The observational 
technic was employed; the division of time being in minutes. 
Taylor indicates that the employment of more than one ob-
server would result in better sampling, but that a consider-
able body of material can be worked up by one observer in 
a relatively short time. The period is extended over forty 
days. It was the classification of duties in this article 
that best met the purposes of the present study. A number 
of items were added to the classification, and some ex-
change in classification was made to fit, according to the 
writer's thinking, the present situation. 
11 Keith 0. Taylor, "Methods of Measuring The 
Quality of Nursing Care", Modern Hospital, 66: April, May 
June, 1946. 
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A recent time and activity study12 was conducted at 
the University Hospitals, Cleveland Ohio. The purpose wa s 
to determine how the professional hospital staff nurse spends 
her time, and to ascertain whether a reallocation of nurs-
ing activities would result in better care of patients. 
The study was carried on in four medical divisions by one 
observer. "Observations were made between 7 A.M. and 12:15 
A.M. because, during this period, there is a greater possi-
bility for redistribution of responsibilities." ••• Observa-
tions during weekends were avoided when activities are like-
ly to be atypical due to curtailment of functions. Ob-
servations were made of nine graduates; all of whom were 
familiar with hospital routines, for 8-hour periods total-
ing 192 hours. 
Activities were classified into sixteen categories 
and then into first, second and third level activities. 
F'irst level acti vi ties are those that are performed by 
professional nurses; second level activities can be per-
formed by trained practical nurses, while the third level 
activities are co~nonly performed by ward aides and order-
lies. Bar graphs and pie diagrams represent the activities 
and level of these activities for the nurses observed. It 
12 Virginia Streeter, "Reallocation of Nursing 
Activities," American Journal of Nursing, 50: 102-4 
February, 1950. 
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was learned that, during the hours of 7:30A.M. to 4:00 P. M., 
30 per cent of the professional nurses' time was spent in 
activities which could be performed by nonprofessional per-
sonnel. During the period 1:30 P.M. to 10:00 P.M., the per-
centage increased to 35.9 per cent, and fi>om 3:30 P.M. to 
12:15 A.M. to 18.7 per cent. 
All care to patients was classified as first level 
because no attempt was made to classify the degree of ill-
ness of patients. The amount oi' time which could be used 
for first level activities such as teaching patients, but 
which was used for second and third level duties, averaged 
2.2 hours each day, per nurse, between the ho-urs of 7:30 
A.M. and 4:00 P.M., and 3 hours for nurses working between 
the hours of 1:30 P.M. and 10:00 P.M., 1.3 hours for nurses 
employed between the hours of 3:30 P.M. and 12:15 P.M. 
From this review of the literature it is seen that, 
as nursing emerges as a profession, time and activity stud-
ies in nursing are becoming more frequent and of greater 
importance. 
21. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES USED IN GATHERING 
DATA 
There are two methods by which a time study can be 
made. 1 The individual may time his own activities, or an 
observer may do the timing and recording. 
There are several instances of the observer type of 
2 
time study in nursing literature. Goodell describes the 
technic in painstaking detail. Other studies by 
3 4 Taylor, 5 Pfefferkorn, Gordon, have utilized the observer 
method . Scheidt6 speaks of this method as costly, while 
Taylor indicates the limitations of one observer. The 
1 Virginia Streeter, "Reallocation of Nursing Acti-
vities11, American Jou.rnal of Nursing, 50: 104-4, February, 
1950. 
2 Francis Goodell, "The Technic of Time Study", 
American Journal of Nursi~, 32: 1170-4, November, 1932. 
3 Editorial, "Bellevue Nursing Study," American 
Journal of Nursing, 31: 1292, December, 1931. 
4 Phoebe Gordon, "Time Study of Head Nurses Activi-
ties", American Journal of Nursing, 34: 1099-1103, Septem-
ber, 1934. 
5 Keith o. Taylor, " Methods of Measuring the Quality 
of Nur sing Care", Modern Hospital, 66: 52-55, April, 1946 
6 Albert Scheidt, "A Practical Method of Making Time 
Studies of Nursing Activities in the Hospital"·, Modern 
Hospital, 48: 35-40, November, 1939. 
II 
11 
'I 
I 
studies of Dick7 and Sellew8 are based on a study of time 
schedules and lack much of the detail de sired in this 
study. 
6 Scheidt decries the practice of measuring nursing 
care by the use of ratio, nurses to patients, and speaks of 
the nurse's self-recording as being time-consuming, as well 
as requiring great detail; while the observer method is 
both time-consuming and costly. He sug gests the study of 
ratio, eliminating personnel not directly caring for pa-
tients, and considering such factors as the severity of ill-
ness of patients, the type of illness, ward arrangement and 
other. 
The plan proposed for this study is that of self-
recording, together with a study of personnel assignment, 
ward census and factors influencing variability in time-
consumption. 
The choice of self-recording by nursing staff was 
based primarily on the observer time required for observed 
study, and the cost comparison of observer recording and 
self-recording; further reasoning being that there would be 
7 Katherine R. Dick, 11 Nur sing In A State Hospital", 
American Journal of Nursing, 41: 401-407, April, 1941. 
8 Gladys Sellew, "A Study of Nursing Care Given to 
Mental Patients in The Cook County Hospital", American 
Journal of Nursing, 29: 143-7, February, 1929. 
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less tendency toward strained personnel relations with this 
method and that the element of being observed would not 
invalidate the study. It was further hoped that the nurs-
ing personnel, particularly the graduates, would become in-
terested in discovering remedial problems. 
It further appears to the v~iter that the main pur-
pose of the study, to determine how effectively aides are 
being used on the nursing team, and whether, with further 
training, increased supervision, and redistribution of 
duties, the aide can function more extensively in the sub-
professional activities of nursing care, can be determined 
from the proposed plan of self-recording. 
One of the difficulties that presented itself early 
in the study was whether the aides would be able to keep 
time books with sufficient accuracy and detail to be use-
ful in the study results. Accordingly, a three-day trial 
of time keeping was carried by four aides on three ser-
vices. This result being reasonably satisfactory, the 
study was carried out. 
The plan suggested by the Nursing Administrative 
staff was presented by the writer at a Head Nurses' Meet-
ing. The plan was accepted and the scope of study de-
termined. 
Because of the asimilarity of wards, or conditions 
on any one service, it was determined to carry on the 
24. 
study on one ward of each of the main services and thus 
gain the knowledge of how aides, and other nursing person-
nel functioned in varying situations. 
A medical-surgical ward of 26 beds; an obstetrical 
ward of 28 beds and a pediatric ward of 32 beds were chosen 
for the study. All nursing personnel, with the exception 
of kitchen maids and one housekeeping maid in the pediatric 
ward (other housekeeping maids being under the housekeeping 
department) were requested to voluntarily participate in 
the study. 
Three meetings were held to acquaint all the nursing 
personnel, of the selected wards, as to the aims of the 
study; to assure them that the analy sis of time keeping was 
not to be a study of individuals, .as individuals, but 
rather the vary ing activities of individuals as members of 
their representative groups: staff nurses, students and 
aides. It was explained that the interest of the indivi-
duals was essential to the success of the study. Detailed 
examples of time keeping were given, together with time 
books and directions for keeping them. These are reproduced 
in Appendix A. The keeping of the time books began on 
Sunday, since this seemed to be the easiest day on which 
to launch a new project, and continued through the next 
Saturday. The period covered from 7:00A. M. to 12:00 mid-
25. 
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night. A plan for a second study period of seven days fol-
lowing a two-month interval was abandoned because of the 
burden imposed on the nursing staff in keeping the time books. 
During the wee k of study , the writer made daily visits, 
Sunday through Friday, to inspect the books, make suggest-
ions as to ne eded breakdown of activities, and completeness 
in time recording. She was also available to answer any 
questions arising as a result of the time study. 
The time books were carefully analy zed and the data 
tabulated. The results are reported in the following 
Chap ter. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
The time books were r e turned by 24 members of the 
Medical-Surgical service; 26 members of the Obstetrical 
service and 28 members of the Pediatric service. This . 
represents an overall return of 88.6 per cent. If the pre-
clinical students are excluded from the number, the re-
turn is 93.16 per cent. 
Although many of the time books were complete, and 
entries of activities were quite adequate, several were 
inadequate and incomplete. This being so, the number of 
books which could be used in the time study results was 
considerably reduced. Another difficulty presented itself 
in the confusion over terminology. An example is; con-
ferences. This term, in several instances, was used to 
indicate in addition to conferences, classes and ward teach-
ing. Then, there was the matter of overlapping activi-
ties a nd conferences may well a ga in serve as the example. 
Few entries, with the e xception o f student entries, are 
recorded; douotless, conferences are included in the time 
of ward rounds and exchange of reports. 
The results have been tabulated, according to the 
following classification: 
Class I, a miscellaneous group, including admin-
I 
II 
I 
I 
istrative duties, supervisory, teaching , learn-
ing, and clerical Qlties; relieving off the 
ward being studied and personal activities. 
Class A Duties, primarily professional 
Class B Duties, semi-professional 
Class C Duties, nonprofessional 
Medical-Surgical ~ice. Table I, pages 2 9 and 30, 
sh ows the classification of activities, and the time con-
sumed by the supervisor, head nurse and assistant head 
nurse on the Medical-Surgical service. The fi gures repre-
sent the average minutes per day spent in an activity. 
Thus, under Class I, one head nurse 1 s meeting of 45 minutes 
during the week produces a somew1mt misleading figure of 
eleven minutes per day. So, too, with the fi gure for 
supe rvision on other ward s. The supervisor spent 108 min-
utes, or nearly two hours, daily averag e on other wards, 
but when averaged for the group this becomes 36 minutes. 
This indicates, too, that a large proportion of time is 
s pent by the head nurse in checking and transferring medi-
cal orders, and in telephone calls. This is the only s er-
vice in the study which does not have the aid of a ward 
secretary who, on other services, materially reduces the 
time administrative p e rsonnel spend in telephone calls. 
28. 
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TABLE I 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF SUPERVISOR, HEAD NURSE AND 
ASS I STANT HEAD NURSE ON MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Nurse 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Supvr. H.N. A.H.N. General 
Days in Time Study 5 4 5 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Personal hygiene 1 
Conferences 1 
Exchange of reports 65 
Charting , checking charts 17 
Time study 4 
Ward rounds 65 
Rounds with doctors 
Assisting doctors 
Checking Kardex and trans-
ferring orders 
Checking, ordering diets 
Checking, ordering supplies 4 
Making out charge slips 
Narcotic count 
Telephone 4 
Time with visitors 
Assignments 
Supervision of 
Graduates 
Students 15 
Aides 
Instruction of 
Graduates 16 
Students 
Classroom 99 
Ward Teaching 25 
Preparation for teaching 35 
Aides 5 
Committee Meetings 
Head Nurses meeting 
Central Supply Committee 16 
Sup·ervision on other wards 108 
TOTAL CLASS I 479 
1 
54 
48 
4 
33 
40 
8 
80 
11 
11 
80 
16 
2 
5 
1 
11 
405 
3 
49 
58 
10 
14 
24 
23 
12 
3 
14 
5 
7 
54 
2 
38 
1 
1 
1 
319 
0.3 
2. 
56. 
41. 
6. 
37.3 
21.3 
10.3 
30.7 
1. 
9.7 
5.3 
2.3 
46. 
0.7 
18. 
5.4 
0.3 
6. 
33. 
10.3 
11.6 
2. 
3.7 
5.3 
36. 
401.5 
I' CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
I 
Baths 
1 Medications 
~ 
II 
·11 
19 
27 
2 9 . 
TABLE I (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF SUPERVISOR, HEAD NURSE AND 
ASSISTANT HEAD NURSE ON MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Nurse 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Supvr. H.N. A.H.N. General 
Days in Time Study 5 4 5 Average 
CLASS A DUTIES (2)(continued) 
Dressings, treatments 
Pre-operative care 
Temperatures 
Other care of patients 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 
Serving trays 
Admission and discharge 
Moving or accompanying 
patients · 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 
Giving bed pans 
Errands 
Housekeeping 
Med:tcal- surgical supplies 
TOTAL CLASS C 
1 
3 
4 
2 
2 
6 
6 
23 
23 
41 
1 
1 
2 
45 
2 
2 
35 
1 
26 
108 
4 
24 
5 
1 
6 
39 
6 
7 
7 
1 
4 
25 
19.6 
1.3 
8.6 
44.8 
1.3 
21.6 
2.6 
0.6 
2.6 
28.7 
2. 
2.3 
5. 
0.3 
1.4 
11.0 
Time unaccounted for 35 6 13.6 
----------------------------------------·--~~---
TOTAL TIME 492 510 497 499.6 (1) AdministratfVe~ educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-profes sional 
( 4 ) Nonprofes sional 
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Table II, pages 32 and 33, shows the activities and 
the time consumed by staff nurses on the Medical- Surgical 
service. It is unfortunate that only two nurses, with a 
total of three days, are represented in the table. This 
was an atypical week due to illness of personnel and help 
new to the ward. Much of the staff nursing was done by re-
lief nurses who did not complete full 8-hour days of duty 
tha t could be used in the study. If the chart is at all 
representative, staff nurses spend much time in charting. 
Housekeeping duties consumed up to 75 minutes per day. 
Table III, pages 34 and 35, shows the activities and 
time consumed by students. Of the seven students assigned, 
one was ill; one was on night duty. Three students, A, B, 
.and C, new to the ward, had classes and study periods all 
day on Mond ay and Tuesday. These do not appear in the table 
since the students were not on ward service during these 
days. 
Charting consumes an average of 40 to 80 minutes per 
day, or a general average of 60.6 minutes per day. Varia-
tion in student's charting for individual days was from 10 
to 120 minutes. The average time for treatments varied fro m 
10 to 82 minutes per day. Ward teaching, although not 
indicated, is probably included in conferences. Supervised 
practice is recorded for only one student, although three 
were new to the ward. This may well be due to unusual 
1 _ _...:.:_ _ _ _ _ 
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TABLE II 
TI1ffi AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
:MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS I (1} 
Personal hygiene 
Exchange of reports 
Charting 
Time study 
Ward rounds 
Rounds with doctors 
Assisting doctors 
Checking Kardex and trans-
ferring orders 
Telephone 
Study 
TOTAL CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 
Medications 
Dressings, treatments 
Post operative care 
Temperatures 
Douches 
Enemas 
Other care of patients 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 
Serving trays 
Feeding patients 
Admission and discharge 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B 
A B General 
2 1 Average 
19 
57 
5 
4 
4 
10 
5 
3 
5 
112 
45 
10 
45 
54 
5 
4 
51 
214 
22 
8 
5 
22 
3 
60 
5 
2) 
70 
70 
3 
l68 
20 
57 
35 
15 
15 
5 
50 
197 
30 
25 
10 
65 
2.5 
19.5 
63.5 
2.5 
2. 
2. 
40. 
2.5 
3. 
2.5 
l40. 
32.5 
33.5 
40. 
27. 
10. 
7.5 
4.5 
50.5 
205.5 
15. 
23.5 
4. 
7.5 
11. 
1.5 
62.5 
I 32. 
TABLE II (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse A B General 
Days in Time Study 2 1 Average 
CLASS C. DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 5 2.5 
Giving bed pans 2 10 6. 
Caring for patients clothing 5 10 7.5 
Carrying trays 17 25 21. 
Errands 13 5 9. 
Housekeeping 43 15 29. 
TOTAL CLASS C 85 65 75. 
Time unaccounted for 3 1.5 
TOTAL TIME 475 4.95 484.5 
(1) Administrative, educational and clerical 
duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
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TABLE III 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STuDY OF STUDENTS ON MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Student A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study ~ 3 3 3 1 Average 
= : = 
CLASS I (1) 
Conferences 25 30 32 
~!-Supervised practice 3 
Exchange of reports 22 25 17 
Charting 48 40 80 
22 30 
11 15 
60 75 
Time study 20 
Assisting doctors 23 20 7 5 
Narcotic count 2 5 
TeleEhone 12 2 
TOTAL CLASS I 132 115 143 98 140 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 5 20 35 125 
Medications 43 25 13 16 
Dressings, treatments28 30 82 58 10 
Preparation for 
surgery 13 30 8 5 
Post operative care 17 7 
Temperatures 18 13 32 30 
Blood pressure 10 17 15 
Douches 10 15 10 
Perineal care 5 13 3 
Enemas 3 10 5 21 
Entertaining patients 7 
Other care of 
£atients 124 77 137 25 50 
TOTAL CLASS A 266 247 297 195 215 
CLASS B DUTIES ( 3) 
Making occupied 
beds 
Serving trays 
Feeding patients 
Admission and dis-
charge 
Moving or accom-
panying patients 
Sterilizing 
20 
30 
10 
8 
10 35 
20 
2 5 
25 35 
3 
9 
27.8 
18.0 
60.6 
4.0 
11.0 
1.4 
2.8 
125.6 
37.0 
19.4 
41.6 
11.2 
4.8 
18.6 
8.4 
7.0 
4.2 
7.8 
1.4 
82.6 
244. 
13.0 
10.0 
1.4 
14.0 
0.6 
3.4 
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TABLE III (continued) 
TilV[E AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS ON MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Student A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study 3 3 3 3 1 Average 
CLASS B DUTIES (continued) 
Cleaning t h ermometer 
trals 3 0.6 
TOTAL CLASS B 68 32 2 43 70 43.0 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 10 5 3.0 
Giving bed pans lO 5 13 18 25 14.2 
Carrying trays 7 18 90 20 27.0 
Errands 2 0.4 
Kitchen work 10 5 3.0 
Housekeeping - other 48 14 14 10 17.2 
Medical-surgical 
supplies 20 5 5.0 
TOTAL CLASS C 29 78 45 137 60 69.8 
TOTAL TI ME 495 472 487 473 485 482.4 
( 1) Admini strati ve, educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-profes s ional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
~~- Time does not app ear in total - also listed 
under appropriate duty 
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conditions on this ward during the week of study. A senior 
student, D, spent from 65 to 100 minutes per day carrying 
trays, or a three-day average of 90 minutes. Another stu-
dent, B, averaged 48 minutes daily in housekeeping duties. 
Table IV, pages 37 and 38, shows the activities and 
time consumed by aides. Nearly one-third of the average 
time was ~ent in Class A duties. Two of the aides were per-
mitted to give baths; another spent 170 minutes (a one-day 
average) in other care of patients. Carrying trays consumed 
an average of 28 to 62 minutes daily, whereas students spent 
f'rom 0 to 90 minutes in carrying trays. A great deal of 
time is spent in errands. It will be interesting to note 
how this average will be affected when the Central Supply 
is in operation. 
Table V, pages 39 and 40, shows the activities and 
time consumed by pre-clinical students. These students, to-
gether with the i r clinical instructor, were on the service 
four hours on each of two days. Because they were all on 
the service, an equ~l (if not a full) amount of time, and 
because they all app ear on one table, they were included 
in the study. Even in this early training period, there 
appears to be considerable variation in the type of ex-
perience gained. The two-day average for baths showed a 
variance from 23 to 142 minutes per day. 
36. 
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TABLE IV 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF AIDES ON 
MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Aide A B c D E General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 1 1 5 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Conf'erence with Head 
nurse 1 2. 
-
15 
-
3.6 
j__1ersonal hisiene 8 
-
!,5 
- -
4.6 
I TOTAL CLASS I 9 2 15 15 
-
8.2 
-
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 
- - -
30 44 14.8 
Assisting nurses 
-
9 
-
20 6 7. 
Post operative care 
-
25 
- - -
5. 
Other care of Eatients 79 77 170 75 86 97.4 
TOTAL CLASS A 79 ill l70 125 136 124.2 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 4 
- - -
15 3.8 
I Feeding patients 15 6 15 
-
9 9. 
Admissions and dis-
charges 
- - - -
6 1.2 
Moving or accompany-
ing patients 17 9 35 10 27 19.6 
Cleaning thermometer 
traz 1 
- - - -
.2 
TOTAL CLASS B 37 15 50 10 57 33.8 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 19 19 50 60 25 34.6 
Gi vi:ng bed pans 11 27 20 25 29 22.4 
Caring for flowers 
-
8 
- - -
1.6 
Caring for patients' 
clothing 
- - - -
17 3.4 
I Carrying trays 28 64 65 65 62 56.8 Caring for water 
I 
pitchers 22 23 
-
25 8 15.6 
Preparing nourish-
ments 19 10 20 
-
5 10.8 I I Kitchen work 162 12 - - - 34.8 Errands 49 44 50 30 28 40.2 I 
I 
-
I ..A 
I 
TABLE IV (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF AIDES ON 
1ffiDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
l 
I· ==============T~im~e~S~p~e~n~t~(Ai~n~M~i~n~u~t~e=s=-~A=v=e~r=a=g~e==p~e=r~D=a=y~)========== Aide A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 1 1 5 Average 
CLASS C DUTIES (continued) 
Laundry - clean 5 11 30 
-Cleaning, setting up 
units 21 33 
-
45 
Housekeeping -other 17 42 
-
50 
Medical-surgical 
SUJ2J2lies 3 
- -
30 
TOTAL CLASS C 356 293 235 330 
Time unaccounted for 6 60 10 
TOTAL TIME 487 480 480 480 (1) 
(2) 
Educational, personal duties 
Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
-
41 
62 
-
277 
9 
480 
9.2 
28. 
34.2 
6.6 
298.2 
17. 
481.4 
38. 
39. 
TABLE v 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF PRE-CLINICAL STUDENTS 
ON MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
student A B c D General 
Days in Time Study 2 2 2 2 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Conferences 5 23 19 34 20.2 
Study 5 1.3 
Exchange of reports 10 10 10 7.5 
Charting 15 15 37 32 24.7 
Time study 10 3 3.2 
Checking medical or-
ders 8 5 5 7 6.3 
Checking assignment 2 0.5 
TOTAL CLASS I 43 65 71 76 63.7 
CLASS A DUTIES (2.) 
Baths 142 63 35 23 65.8 
Dressings, treatments 10 2.5 
Temperatures 15 10 10 5 10. 
Douches 7 20 6.7 
Enemas 23 25 22 17.5 
Other care of · Eatients 10 60 74 52 49. 
TOTAL CLASS A 167 156 161 122 151.5 
CLASS B DUTIES (3} 
Making occupied beds 10 2.5 
Feeding patients 7 10 4.3 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 5 1.2 
Sterilizing 13 3.3 
TOTAL CLASS B 7 38 11.3 
CLASS C DUTIES ( 4} 
Making beds 15 15 5 8.8 
Giving bed pans 13 7 5. 
Carrying trays 10 17 35 12 18.5 
HousekeeEing 7 1.7 
TOTAL CLASS C 38 39 35 24 34.0 
MAL TIME 255 260 267 260 260.5 
=======9F========·~~~=-=-==================~~============~~========~F======= 
TABLE V (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF PRE-CLINICAL STUDENTS 
ON MEDICAL-SURGICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average-per Day) 
Student A B C D General 
Days in Time Study 2 2 2 2 Average 
(1) Educational, clerical activities 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
{4) Nonprofessional 
40. 
______ I 
Analysis of assigmnent sheets, on the Medical-Surgi-
cal service, revealed the use of an assignment and reassign-
ment form. Assignments, in the main, seem to be consistent 
with grade placement. The case method of assignment is in 
effect, with additional functional duties. Aides spent a 
general average of 7 minutes daily in assisting nurses. 
More extensive assignment of aides to assist staff nurses 
might conceivably result in more of the staff nurses' time 
being available for professional duties and for further 
training of the aide. Care needs to be exercised to pro-
vide more equal distribution of student experience. 
Obstetrical Service. Table VI, pages 42 and 43, shows 
the activities and time consumed by the supervisor, head 
nurse and acting head nurses on the Obstetrical Service. 
During the week of study, no assistant head nurse was em-
ployed. Two staff nurses acted as head nurses; one for a 
two-day period, the other for one day during the absence of 
the head nurse due to illness. 
The supervisor spent an average of 65 minutes daily 
relieving on other wards, indicating that a large propor-
tion of her time was spent on this service. The 19-minute 
average spent by the supervisor at staff meetings of the 
Obstetrical department was for one 95-minute meeting. 
Practically no time is recorded as being spent in 
4lo 
TABLE VI 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF SUPERVISOR, HEAD NURSE A:ND 
ACTING HEAD NURSES ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse Supvr. H.N. A.H.N. A.H.N. General 
5 ~ 2 1 Average Days in Time Study 
CLASS I (1) 
Personal hygiene 
Conferences 10 
Exchange of reports 35 
Charting, checking 
Time study 24 
Ward rounds 52 
Rounds with doctors 31 
Assisting doctors 2 
Checking Kardex and 
transferring orders 5 
Checking, ordering 
diets 
Reports nursing office 29 
Assignments 33 
Narcotic count 2 
Telephone 5 
Time with personnel-
(non nursing) 1 
Time with visitors 3 
Supervision of 
Graduates 25 
students 16 
Aides 4 
Instruction of 
Students 
Classroom 24 
Ward teaching 15 
Proctoring classes 71 
Preparation for teach-
ing 7 
Meetings 
Obstetrical staff 19 
Booking patients 3 
Supervision on other 
wards 65 
TOTAL CLASS I 483 
=========*======~=-=-~====== 
18 
47 
35 
45 
43 
52 
3 
173 
3 
15 
2 
443 
5 
42 
2 
23 
15 
35 
5 
30 
7 
13 
52 
.10 
2) 
15 
314 
25 
20 
10 
35 
40 
65 
15 
5 
35 
275 
1.3 
7. 
37.3 
0.5 
20.5 
33. 
27.3 
4.2 
30.5 
2.5 
10.5 
74.5 
3.8 
26.3 
4. 
2.5 
6.3 
16.5 
1. 
6. 
3.7 
17.8 
1.7 
4.8 
0.7 
16.3 
378. 
42. 
I 
I 
TABLE VI (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF SUPERVISOR, HEAD NURSE AND 
ACTING HEAD NURSES ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minute a-Average per Day)_ 
Nurse Supvr. H.N. A.H.N. A.H.N.General 
Days in Time Study 5 ~ 2 1 Average 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Medications 
Treatments,setting up 
Enemata 
Preparation ~or delivery 
Other care o~ patients 
Instructing Ratients 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Serving trays 
Admission and discharge 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 
TOTAL CLASS B 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 
Errands 
Medical, surgical 
supplies 
TOTAL CLASS C 
Time unaccounted ~or 
-
11 
11 
37 
12 
_12 37 
4 
4 
4 
5 
10 
5 
20 
18 
58 
57 
18 
5 
80 
10 
2 
35 
20 
30 
85 
30 
50 
.. 
80 
20 
8.7 
6.3 
2.5 
1.3 
5. 
14.7 
38.5 
31. 
20 
1.2 
52.2 
2.5 
6.5 
13 - 3.2 
25 20 12~2 -----~------~------~~~ 
3 30 9.2 
TOTAL TIME 514 480 480 490 491. (1) Administrative, educational and clerical 
duties 
{2) Primarily pro~essiona1 
(3) Semi-pro~essional 
(4) Nonpro~essional 
43. 
charting or checking by the administrative staff. This 
would seem to indicate that the two ward secretaries, em-
ployed on this ward, have taken over -this function. 
The head nurse averaged 173 minutes, or nearly three 
hours daily in making assignments. No A, B, or C, duties, 
other than serving trays are recorded. No recorded time 
was spent in supervision or teaching. 
Table VII, pages 45, 46 and 47, shows the activities 
and time consumed by staff nurses on the ward (care of 
Mothers) of the Obstetrical service. There is a variance 
from 85 to 180 minutes in the average time spent in adminis-
trative and clerical duties. The general average being 
124.4 minutes, or slightly over t wo hours daily. Miscellan-
eous desk work accounts for 55 minutes of Nurse B; t h is 
time was consumed in making assignments, making out enema 
list, ordering diets and supplies. Nurse B spent 35 min-
utes in instruction of personnel and 20 minutes in instruct-
ion of p atients. A variance from 85 to 200 minutes appears 
in time expended in Class A duties. Much of this time was 
spent in giving p erineal care. 
Class C dutie s show a variance from 65 to 1 6 5 minutes 
averag e time per day, or a general averag e of 98.1 minutes; 
greater than one and one-half hours daily. Carrying trays 
varied from 0 to 68 minutes for the averag e day . Nurse F , 
over a three-day p eriod, averaged 42 minutes daily in un-
44. 
I 45. I 
= 
.I TABLE VII 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent {in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse A B c D E F G General 
Days in Time Study 3 1 1 5 2 3 5 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Personal hygiene 5 2 1. 
Conference with Head 
nurse 3 .4 
I Exchange or reports 42 30 10 17 15 13 14 20.1 
I 
Charting 40 15 38 . 30 16 25 23.5 
Time study 40 20 30 28 27 44 27. 
Ward rounds 22 5 5 15 7 7.7 I Rounds with doctors 5 4 1.3 
Assisting doctors 3 .4 
Checking Kardex and 
transrerring orders 10 15 10 4 8 16 9. 
Thermometer and 3 5 1 -~ - 2 1.6 
narcotic counts 5 10 15 3 22. 10 5 10. 
-Telephone 3 9 10 3.1 
Miscellaneous desk 
work 55 3 8.3 
Supervision or in-
struction 35 9 6.3 
Time with visitors 2 7 15 7 2 4.7 
TOTAL CLASS I 170 180 85 120 82 96 138 124.4 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
I 
Baths 35 17 12 . 19 12. 
Medications 28 40 45 24 45 20 51 36.1 
Dressings, treatments 10 2 3 2.1 
Applying binders 13 10 7 4 5. 
Perineal care 30 35 67 23 60 34 35.4 
Preparati on ror de-
livery 9 1.3 
Temperatures 17 11 28 8. 
Blood pressure,retal 
heart 5 5 3 3 2.4 
Catheterization 22 3.1 
Enemas 4 45 27 8 12. 
Other care of 
patients 52 5 46 10 55 24. 
Instruction to 
patients 8 20 1 4.1 
----
46. 
TABLE VII (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) ; 
Nurse A B c D E F G General 
Days in Time Study 3 1 1 5 2 3 5 Average 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) (continued) 
care of babies 10 35 
- -
30 
-
13 12.5 
TOTAL CLASS A 163 150 85 205 l43 l60 200 158. 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 12 
-
70 
- - - -
13. 
Serving trays 23 60 30 29 45 33 19 34.1 
Admission and dis-
charge 
-
20 15 
-
38 37 8 16.9 
Sterilizing 
- -
40 3 
-
12 
-
7.8 
TOTAL CLASS B 35 80 l55 41 83 82 27 f7!.8 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 10 10 
- -
15 25 10 10. 
Giving bedpans 39 15 30 
-
52 47 24 29.5 
Caring for patients' 
clothing 
- - -
3 
- - -
.4 
Carrying trays 2) 
-
30 22 68 20 24 26.4 
Setting up trays 10 
- -
6 
- - -
2.3 
Errands 
-
10 20 
-
7 
-
2 5.4 
daring for water •·: 
pitchers 10 
- - - - - -
t.4 
Preparing nourish-
ments 23 
- -
17 
-
8 
-
7. 
Housekeeping 7 10 
-
22 23 
-
18 11.4 
Medical-Surgical sup-
Elies - 20 - 10 - - - 4.3 
TOTAL CLASS C 119 65 80 80 165 100 78 98.! 
Relief in delivery 
suite 
- -
45 40 
- -
22 15.4 
Time unaccounted for 3 5 30 
-
7 42 15 14.5 
TOTAL TIME 490 480 480 486 480 480 480 482.2 
(1) Administrative, educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
-
-
TABLE VII (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
1Turse A B C D E F G General 
Days in Time Study 3 Y 1 5 2 3 5 Average 
CLASSIFICATION (continued) 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
47. 
recorded time. 
Table VIII, pages 49, 50 and 51, shows the activities 
and time consumed by students on the ward (care of Mothers) 
on the Obstetrical service. All the students represented 
in Table VIII were new to the ward . Each student had six 
hours of class and six hours of study; exclusive of ward 
teach ing, during the week. This made the hours of ward duty, 
per student, 28 for the week. Since all students were 
equally new to the ward, the variance in Class I A, B, and 
C duties appears to be considerable. Student E spent an 
averag e of 20 minutes daily in instructing patients. The 
variance in other care to patients (general care) is from 
6 to 90 minutes daily. Class C duties; general average is 
very close to that of the general average for Class A dut-
ies. Carrying trays is the time-consuming item for Class C 
duties. 
Table IX, pages 52 and 53, shows the activities and 
time consumed by aides on the ward of the Obstetrical ser-
vice. Aides spent less time in carrying trays than did 
students. The general average time spent in Class A duties 
is less than one twelfth of that spent in Class C duties. 
Considerable time is spent in caring for water pitchers and, 
whereas this reflects a nice consideration for p!atients, 
it may, with thoughtful study, be possible to render the 
48. 
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TABLE VIII 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Student 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS I (1) 
Classroom 
Classes (ward} 
Study 
Conferences 
Exchange of reports 
Charting 
Rounds with doctor 
Assisting doctors 
Telephone 
Miscellaneous desk work 
TOTAL- CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 
Medications 
Dressings, treatments 
Applying binders 
Preparation for delivery 
Post delivery specialing 
Temperatures 
Blood pressure-fetal heart 
Perineal care 
Enemas 
Instruction to patients 
Time Spent\ in Minutes-Average per Day ) 
A B C D E F G H 
1 2 3 4 3 2 2 ! 
60 30 20 30 40 30 30 60 
60 15 
-
11 5 
-
40 75 
60 30 20 30 40 30 30 60 
5 8 
-
18 
- -
15 10 17 11 
- -
8 
-
12 23 17 10 15 7 15 
5 
- - - -
7 
- -15 
- - - - - - -3 
- -
5 
- - -
2I5 97 85 107 100 103 115 210 
30 15 56 26 35 10 53 45 
2 
- - -
7 
-
5 
- - - - - - -10 23 4 5 
- - -
4 
- - - -
60 
- - - - - - -
15 41 37 60 28 
- -2 
- - - -
10 
10 
- - - - -
30 20 4 10 
- -
20 
7 
-
20 
- - -
General 
Average 
37.5 
25.7 
37.5 
3.8 
7.7 
12.4 
1.5 
2. 
0.3 
0.6 
l29. 
33.7 
1.1 
0.6 
5.3 
0.5 
7.5 
~2.7 
1.5 
1.2 
10.6 
3.3 
=+: 
tO 
• 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Student 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) (continued) 
Time Spent fin Minute s~Average per DaY) 
A B C D E F G H 
! 2 3 4 3 2 2 ! 
Other care _of_ _p_a~ie!!~S ____________ 3_Q _ j)Q __ 3_Q_ __ ?_6_ __ 5_5_ --~~- __ 5 __ 6_Q _ 
TOTAL CLASS A -------- -12ol60 ___ T91 T5T TB5-- 93~-65-135 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 15 8 3 
-
5 
Admission and discharge 
- -
7 30 10 
Moving or accompanying patients 
- -
15 4 10 
- -
45 
Sterilizins 
- -
5 15 
-
12 
-
TOTAL CLASS B 15 8 30 49 25 12 
-
45' 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 12 12 22 45 45 23 33 45 
Giving bed pans 10 
-
20 9 
-
7 22 
Caring for patients' clothing 
-
15 
Carrying trays 30 43 55 54 33 30 45 15 
Setting up trays 10 ... 5 3 
Preparing nourishments 15 8 
Laundry · - c1e an 
- - -
7 3 23 5 
Distributing packs 10 7 
-
6 15 
-
7 
Cleaning, setting up units 
-
17 
-
8 5 
Housekeeping - other 5 38 47 26 40 32 15 20 
Medical-surBica1 suEElie s 
-
15 10 8 
-
15 10 
TOTAL CLASS C 92 155 159 170 146 140 142 80 
General 
Average 
50.1 
138.I 
3.8 
6. 
9.2 
4.-
23. 
29.6 
8.5 
2. 
38 •. 1 
- 2.2 
2.8 
4.7 
5.6 
3.8 
28. 
7.2 
135.5 
I 
I 
II 
I 
(}1 
0 
• 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
TI IVJE AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDE NTS ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Student 
Days in Time Study 
--Tillie Spent -(In1VlinU.Tes-.Aver8.ge per-Day) 
A B C D E F G H 
~ 2 3 4 3 2 2 1 
General 
Average 
RELIEF - Other Obstetrical ward 
Delivery Room 
83 - 10.4 
53 57 - 13.8 
Nursery 21 8 - 125 - - 19.2 
TOTAL RELIEF 53 21 8 - 12s-140~- 43.4 
Time unaccounted for 33 7 24 7 23 10 13. 
TOTAL TIME 480 480 486 485 480 480 485 480 482. 
fllAdminlstrative, eaucational and clericar-aU.l/les 
(2)Primarily professional 
(3)Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
CJ1 
1--l 
• 
TABLE IX 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF AIDES ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Aide A B C D General 
Days in Time Study 5 3 5 4 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Conferences with head nurse 5 
TOTAL CLASS I 5 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 
Assisting nurses 
Filling and giving ice bags 2 
Applying binders 
Other care of 12atient s 11 
TOTAL CLASS A 13 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 27 
Feeding patients 
Admission and discharge 11 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 19 
Sterilizing 7 
TOTAL CLASS B 64 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 34 
Giving bed pans 2 
Caring for flowers 18 
Caring for patients• 
clothing 10 
Carrying trays 39 
Caring for water pitchers 18 
Preparing nourishments 30 
Kitchen work - other 4 
Errands 25 
Laundry - clean 24 
Distributing packs 6 
Clean~ng, setting up 
units 58 
Housekeeping - other 42 
Medical, surgical su12plies 32 
13 
10 
22 
9 
45 9 
25 
21 
7 11 
10 
63 11 
34 
15 
30 2 
38 21 
20 7 
25 
10 136 
39 9 
46 12 
5 
62 11 
36 35 
27 29 
372 277 
13 
30 
43 
15 
12 
8 
35 
60 
2 
2 
38 
58 
19 
37 
4 
48 
84 
33 
385 
1.1 
1.1 
3.3 
3.2 
3. 
5.5 
12.5 
27.5 
,13. 
11.7 
12.2 
6.3 
43.2 
32. 
1. 
8.7 
10.5 
34. 
25.7 
13.7 
37.5 
23.2 
29.7 
4. 
44.7 
49.1 
30.2 
344". 
52. 
TABLE IX (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF AIDES ON OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Aide A B C D General 
Days in Time Study 5 3 5 4 Average 
RELIEF - in Nursery 
in Case room 
in Wyman ward 
TOTAL RELIEF 
Time unaccounted for 
Time unoccupied 
TOTAL TIME (1) Educational 
4 
4 
8 
45 
3 
480 480 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
127 32.7 
1. 
65 16.2 
192 49.9 
2 17 16. 
0.5 
491 480 482.2 
53. 
same service to patients but reduce the time for the function. 
Unaccounted-for time averaged 4 .5 minutes daily, for a five-
day period, for Aide A. This, together with entries in 
other time books, seems to indicate considerable unoccupied 
time. Errands appear to be time-consuming for the number 
indicated. Caring for flowers consumed 75 minutes of Aide 
C's time during one day. Entries of aides indicate that 
they work together, including the activity of making empty 
beds. It appears that, for the best utilization of aides, 
greater supervision is needed. 
Table X, pages 55 and 56, shows the activities and 
time consumed by staff nurses in the nursery on the Ob-
stetrical service. There is considerable fluctuation in 
the time for charting ; varying from an average of 0 to 33 
minutes. A great deal of time is spent in taking babies 
to mothers for feeding and returning them to the nursery. 
Time for housekeeping varies from 0 to 55 minutes average 
per day. Nurses A and B averaged 19 and 15 minutes respect-
ively in supervision and instruction. 
Table XI, pages 57 and 58, shows the activity and 
time consumed by students in the Nursery on the Obstetri-
cal service. One student (C) seems to have received con-
siderably more instruction than other students. Student A 
averaged 32 minutes of housekeeping per day. 
54. 
55. =---==-=-=lF~=-=--==-.o== --,=--~--=-~- '-"--=---=-==-=-=-==-=-==================!~==== 
TABLE X 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES IN NURSERY ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS I {1) 
Exchange of reports 
Charting 
Time study 
Ward rounds 
Rounds with doctors 
Assisting doctors 
Checking, ordering for-
mulae 
Supervision or instruc-
tion 
Time with visitors 
TOTAL CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES 011) 
General care of babies 
Medications 
Treatments (suction) 
Admission, discharge and 
transfer 
Te:npera ture s 
Babies to Mothers and re-
turn 
Warming formulae 
Feeding babies 
Showing babies 
Instruction to mothers 
Checking oxygen tank 
Changing gown, hand 
washing 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES ( 3) 
Photographing babies 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B 
A B C D E F General 
4 3 2 4 1 1 Average 
21 20 23 12 25 15 
11 33 7 19 20 
11 7 10 
17 6 
4 10 
34 22 15 8 20 
29 5 17 5 
19 15 
3 
129 122 45 72 70 25 
110 85 155 115 87 150 
2 3 
2 3 
7 15 28 
5 
84 80 128 
10 7 15 
61 53 55 
18 10 8 
4 7 7 
1 
93 85 130 
6 20 
67 120 80 
24 35 45 
24 10 
1 
9 7 2 1 18 
306 271 370 365 375 405 
2 
3 
5 
4 
4 
8 
19.3 
15. 
4.7 
3.8 
2.3 
16.5 
9.3 
5.6 
.5 
77.0 
117. 
0.8 
0.8 
8.4 
0.8 
100. 
9.6 
72.8 
23.3 
8.6 
0.4 
6.1 
348.6 
l. 
1.1 
2.1 
TABLE X (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES IN NURSERY ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse A B C D E F General 
Days in Time Study 4 3 2 4 1 1 Average 
CLASS C DUTIES (4} 
Laundry - clean 9 
Housekeeping 31 55 
Medical-surgical supplies 
TOTAL CLASS C 40 55 
RELIEF - in Case room 26. 
Time unaccounted for 6 
20 
45 34 
5 
65 39 
1 
15 
25 
25 15 
10 35 
7.3 
31.6 
0.8 
39.7 
4.3 
8.7 
TOTAL TIME 480 480 480 485 480 480 480.4 
(1) Adninistrative, educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
56. 
57. 
========~F=~~=================-=====-==============================================~===~=== 
TABLE XI 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS IN NURSERY ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Student A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS I (1) 
Classroom 
Classes (ward) 
Study 
Conferences 
Supervised practice * 
Exchange of reports 
Charting 
Rounds with doctor 
Assisting doctors 
TOTAL CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
General care of babies 
Medications 
Admission and discharge 
Temperatures 
Babies to mothers and re-
turn 
Warming formulae 
Pumping mother's breast 
Feeding babies 
Showing babies 
Changing gown, hand wash-
ing 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Moving or accompanying 
patient (mother) 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B 
CLASS C DDT IES ( 4) 
Errands 
Laundry - clean 
Housekeeping 
Medical-surgical sup-
plies 
3 2 Y 3 Y Average 
20 
13 
20 
12 
7 
72 
153 
10 
5 
60 
3 
3 
75 
8 
20 
337 
10 
12 
22 
20 
32 
30 
15 
30 
15 
75 
270 
15 
60 
45 
390 
15 
60 
15 
60 
15 
10 
160 
140 
30 
45 
30 
245 
15 
20 
25 
20 
20 
15 
5 
25 
85 
183 
28 
60 
78 
349 
22 
22 
10 
15 
20 
15 
60 
155 
5 
80 
25 
65 
10 
340 
20 
30 
15 
26. 
8.6 
26 .• 
3. 
7.4 
6. 
5.4 
8. 
90.4 
180.2 
1. 
11. 
1. 
54.6 
5.6 
0.6 
55. 
19.2 
332.2 
2. 
2.4 
4.4 
3. 
16.4 
24.8 
3. 
TABLE XI (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS IN NURSERY ON 
OBSTETRICAL WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Student A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study 3 2 1 3 1 Average 
CLASS C DUTIES (4)(continued) 
TOTAL CLASS C 52 15 60 44 65 47.2 
Time unaccounted for 3 15 2 4. 
Time unoccupied 15 3. 
TOTAL TIME 486 480 480 480 480 481.2 (1) 
(2) 
Administrative, educational and clerical duties 
Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
i} Time does not appear in total - also listed under 
appropriate duty 
58. 
One aide was on duty in the nursery, another relieved 
for 635 minutes during the week, or an average of 127 minutes 
per day. The entries for the aides were not complete, and 
could not be used for tabulation, but do reveal the duties 
performed as: 
Feeding and changing babies when nurses are 
busy 
Helping to push babies out to mothers 
Dusting, mopping, washing windows and car-
ing for refrigerator 
Making up bassinets, cleaning discharge 
units 
Caring for soiled and clean linen 
Errands 
Two secretaries are employed on the Obstetrical ward 
from Monday through Saturday at 2:30 P.M. One worked from 
7:30A. M. to 2:30 P.M.; the other from 2:15 P. M. to 9:00 
P. M. The entries were not complete enough to tabulate but 
indicate considerable time in answering the telephone and 
in delivering messages; errands; directing visitors; order-
ing newspapers; charting; filing; copying; and in making 
out birth certificates. 
Analysis of assigmnen t sheets indicates the "form", 
in use on the Medical-Surgical service, was not utilized 
during the week of study on the Obstetrical service. As-
signment for staff nurses and students was based on the 
59. 
"case study" method, with additional functional assignments. 
Students were assigned to empty bed pans; a staff nurse pre-
sumably having given the bed pans and perineal care. There 
is much shifting of personnel from nursery to ward and vice 
versa. Assignments for aides were not made available. From 
the time books, it is apparent that aides are permitted to 
carry out Class A duties in the nursery; yet a great deal 
of time is being spent by staff nurses and students in mov-
ing babies from nursery to mothers and return. Time saved 
by staff nurses and students might well be spent in extending 
instruction to mothers. No demonstrations of baby care were 
noted during the week of study. It appears that assignments 
are not being made for the best learning opportunities of 
students and that aides could be better utilized. 
Pediatric Service. Table XII, pages 61 and 62, shows 
the acti vi ties. and the time consumed by the supervisor, head 
nurse and assistant head nurse on the Pediatric service. 
There is no indication that the supervisor supervised 
any other ward, thus making available all of her time to 
this one ward on the Pediatric service. A very appreciable 
amount of teaching by the supervisor is indicated; the 
average being 70 minutes daily for formal classes and 173 
minutes for ward teaching. All three levels of personnel 
received a good amount of supervision. Most of this was 
provided by the head nurse. The time required for making 
60. 
TABLE XII 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF SUPERVISORS, HEAD NURSE 
AND ASSIS TANT HEAD NURSE ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Nurse 
Time Spent (In Minutes-Average per Day) 
SupvF. _H.N. A.H.N. General 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS I (1) 
Coni' ere nee s 
Exchange of reports 
Charting, checking charts 
Time study 
Ward rounds 
Rounds with doctors 
Assisting doctors 
Checking Kardex and trans-
ferring orders 
Checking, ordering formulae 
Checking, ordering diets 
Checking, ordering supplies 
Making out charge slips 
Reports 
Nursing office 
Statistics book 
Assignments 
Narcotic counts 
Telephone 
Time with personnel (non-
nursing) 
Time with visitors 
Supervision of 
Graduates 
students 
Aides 
Instruction of 
Graduates 
Students 
Classroom 
Ward teaching 
Aides 
Committee Meetings 
Head nurse's meeting 
Guidance committee 
Central Supply committee 
Relief for supper (evening 
nurses) 
5 5 4 Average 
48 
6 
1 
37 
7 
3 
6 
3 
9 
3 
2 
3 
42 
3 
70 
173 
5 
9: 
13 
16 
30 
10 
7 
31 
10 
15 
24 
11 
5 
20 
11 
6 
1 
25 
13 
4 
14 
33 
67 
33 
3 
10 
6 
2 
46 
41 
15 
63 
15 
61 
15 
4 
18 
6 
8 
2 
5 
2 
11 
15 
34 
6 
6 
7 
0.7 
41.3 
19. 
2.7 
27.7 
24.3 
12.3 
28.3 
3. 
14.6 
5.7 
5.7 
1. 
13. 
0.7 
9.0 
2.0 
10.7 
11. 
47.7 
14. 
3. 
23.3 
61. 
3.7 
3. 
4.3 
5.3 
2.3 
ol. 
TABLE XII (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF SUPERVISORS, HEAD NURSE 
AND ASSISTAN~ HEAD NURSE ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (In Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse Supvr. R.N. A.H.N. General 
Days in Time Study 5 ~ 4 Average 
CLASS I (l)(continued) 
TOTAL CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Medications 
Dressings, treatments 
Temperatures 
Feeding babies, weighing 
Preparing formulae 
Other care of patients 
Instruction of patients 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Serving meals 
Feeding patients 
Admission and discharge 
Moving and accompanying 
patients ' 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
459 
1 
1 
ll 
11 
24 
20 
2 
1 
23 
Caring for patients clothing 3 
Errands 1 
Housekeeping 
Medical-surgical supplies 
TOTAL CLASS C 4 
Time unaccounted for 
389 
2 
7 
3 
7 
15 
10 
44 
39 
ll 
4 
6 
60 
1 
l 
8 
10 
382 
9 
12 
4 
28 
53 
14 
31 
45 
1 
6 
3 
5 
15 
22 
410. 
3.7 
6.7 
1. 
2.3 
1.7 
8.7 
16.3 
40.3 
24.3 
0.7 
14. 
1.7 
2. 
42.7 
1.3 
2.7 
1.3 
4.4 
7.4 
TOTAL TIME 510 503 517 510. 
--- (l} Administrative, educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
62. 
assignments averaged 25 minutes of the head nurse's time. 
Instruction of patients and parents varied in average from 
10 to 28 minutes per day; the general average being 16.3 
minutes. The head nurse's meeting for the week was not 
attended by the head nurse. 
Table XIII, pages 64 and 65, shows the activities and 
time consumed by the staff nurses on the pediatric service. 
The time consumed for charting shows a variance from 33 to 
98 minutes average per day , while the charting entries for 
single days varied from 20 to 135 minutes. There is a 
variance in Class I activities from 94 to 306 minutes aver-
a ge per day. The time consumed for feeding patients varied 
from 35 to 245 minutes average per day; the general average 
being 126.5. The time of Nurse D, averaging 245 minutes in 
this Class B duty, is likely accounted for in considering 
her assignment to isolation care of patients. The time for 
feeding patients includes the feeding of all infants, ex-
clusive of those in the premature nursery. This, then, 
makes the large amount of time spent by professional per-
sonnel in Class B duties appear less significant. Class C 
duties show a considerable, but lesser, variance ranging 
from 2 to 75 minutes average per day. vVhile four nurses 
spent no time in giving bed pans, a fifth nurse spent 50 
minutes. No time is recorded for instructing patients. 
However, entertaining patients may well reflect so me health 
63. 
I 
~ 
64. 
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TABLE XIII 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
PEDIATRIC WARD 
TIII'lE SPENT (In Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse A B c D E F G General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 5 5 3 3 1 Average 
CLASS I {1) 
Personal hygiene 
- - - - -
3 
-
0.4 
Ex change of reports 17 28 11 21 12 22 25 19.4 
Charting 73 98 39 33 48 50 65 58. 
Ward rounds 30 63 16 3) 18 13 40 30. 
Rounds with doctors 2 
- - - - - -
1.6 
Assisting doctors 5 23 8 3 10 3 25 11. 
Checking Kardex and 
transferring orders 12 22 10 7 5 
-
5 8.7 
Thermometer counts 5 10 
- - - - -
2.1 
Narcotic counts 4 10 
- - - - -
2 • . 
Telephone 12 19 
- - - - -
4.4 
Miscellaneous desk work 9 3 
- - - - -
1.7 
Study 
- - - -
10 25 
-
5. 
Assisting laboratory 
technician 1 1 2 
- - - -
0.5 
Supervision or in-
struction 6 12 5 
- - - -
3.3 
Time with visitors 13 8 6 
- - - -
3~9 
TOTAL CLASS I 189 306 97 94 103 116 160 152. 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 
- -
78 3 42 
- -
17.6 
Medications 36 
-
28 8 40 32 15 22.7 
Dressings, treatments 6 16 10 6 13 3 
-
7.4 
Temperatures 57 6 16 35 10 52 40 30.9 
Blood pressures 9 
- - - - - -
1.2 
Enemas 
- - - -
5 20 
-
3.6 
Entertaining children 19 17 
-
5 32 8 10 13. 
Other care of I!: tients 21 27 19 66 37 77 80 47. 
TOTAL CLASS A 148 66 151 123 179 192 145 143.4 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 13 
-
14 
-
8 
-
20 7.9 
Serving trays 21 37 
- - - -
30 12.6 
Feeding patients 77 18 192 245 188 130 35 126.5 
Giving out candy 1 8 
- - - - -
1.3 
Admission and dis-
charge 22 37 7 12 5 15 
-
14. 
- -
65. 
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TABLE XIII (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES ON 
PEDIATRIC WARD 
= Time Spent=(In Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse A B C D E F G General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 5 5 3 3 1 Average 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) (continued) 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 
-
6 
- - -
2 
-
1.1 
Sterilizing 
-
6 8 2 2 5 
-
3. 
TOTAL CLASS B 134 112 221 259 203 152 85 166.4 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Giving bed pans 
-
2 
- - -
7 50 8.4 
Carrying trays 
- - - - -
10 10 2.9 
Errands 
-
:2 ; 1 
- - - -
0.4 
Housekeeping 
- -
4 
- - - -
0.6 
Medical-surgical sup-
plies 3 
- -
2 
- - -
0.7 
Cleaning thermometer 
tray 
- -
1 
- -
5 15 3. 
Checking sterilizer 2 4 10 2 2 
- -
2.9 
TOTAL CLASS c 5 8 16 4 2 22 75 18.9 
Time unaccounted :for 22 
- -
6 
-
5 15 6.8 
TOTAL TIME 498 492 483 486 487 487 480 487.5 
(1) Administrative, educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-pro:fessional 
(4) Nonpro:fessional 
==========================================================================F======== 
teaching. The general average for this activity was 13 min-
utes daily. A part-time staff nurse (not shown in tabula-
tion) is employed as a "play'' nurse. 
Table XIV, pages 67 and 68, shows the activities and 
time consumed by students on the Pediatric service. Eight 
students were new to the pediatric service (two do not 
appear in tabulation as time entries were too incomplete for 
use). Student A is a senior student. A second senior stu-
dent worked in the premature nursery during the week of 
study. Her activities are shown in Table XVII, pages 74 and 
75. 
Only one student .in Table XIV, pages 67 and 68, has 
indicated any time under supervised practice., It may well 
be that such supervision is reflected under the items of 
conferences or ward teaching. There appears to be confusion 
in terminology between conferences and ward teaching; account-
ing for the gre a t variance in these items. Entertaining 
patients shows a variance from 15 to 131 minutes average per 
day. Again, feeding patients indicates a variance from 15 
to 125 minutes averag e per day for senior student A. House-
keeping varies fro m 5 to 48 minutes average per day. 
Table XV, pages 69 and 70, shows the activities and 
time consumed by aides on Pediatric service. Baths were 
given by one aide averaging 17 minutes daily. Aides parti-
cipated in a varied number of Class A duties; the general 
66. 
67. 
---
-
TABLE XIV 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS ON 
PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes~Average per Day) 
Student A(a) B c D E F G General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Average 
CLASS I (l) 
Classes 
Orientation 
-
3 6 5 6 5 5 4.3 
Ward teaching 
-
48 28 87 71 89 12 47.8 
Conferences 6 24 52 8 18 
-
71 25.5 
Study 3 4 6 
-
6 
-
5 3.5 
*Supervised practice 
-
5 
- - - - - -
Exchange of reports 30 
-
8 14 8 8 10 11.1 
Charting 50 16 19 30 ll 3 34 23.3 
Time study 
-
3 
- - - - -
0.4 
Ward rounds 10 
- - - - - -
1.4 
Assisting doctors 16 
-
2 7 6 4 3 5.5 
Checkins; Kardex l 2 
- - - - -
0.4 
TOTAL CLASS I 116 100 121 151 126 109 140 123.2: 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
Baths 28 4 25 34 30 21 14 22.3 
Medications 29 7 22 3 10 14 4 12.7 
Dressings, treatments 
-
11 
-
27 
- -
8 6.5 
Preparation for surgery 
-
4 
- - -
1 8 2. 
Post operative care - 163 - - 33 143 28 52.5 
Temperatures 30 14 10 11 6 9 8 12.5 
Enemas 
- -
12 4 3 8 12 5.5 
Entertaining patients 17 15 106 75 131 41 77 66. 
Other care of patients 71 60 69 90 72 70 55 69.5 
Hand washing 1 
- - - - - - -
TOTAL CLASS A 176 278 244 244 285 307 214 249.5 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making occupied beds 6 3 3 11 2 
-
24 7. 
Feeding patients 125 34 21 44 28 15 28 42.1 
Admission and dis-
charge 17 23 3 8 12 18 11 13.1 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 17 
-
19 1 
-
3 
-
5.7 
Sterilizing 
- - - - - -
3 0.4 
TOTAL CLASS B 165 60 46 64 42 36 66 68.3 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENTS ON 
PEDIATRIC WARD 
Student 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day ) 
A(a) B C D E F G General 
5 5 5 5 5 5 ~ Average Days in Time Study 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 
Giving bed pans 
Carrying trays 
Errands 
Housekeeping 
TOTAL CLASS C 
Time unaccounted for 
-
12 
-
-
26 
39 
-
19 22 
-
19 
-
25 
- -
5 7 
24 73 
-
3 
5 10 8 6 10. 
13 
-
3 20 9.5 
2 
- - -
4. 
- - -
4 0.5 
6 8 6 48 9.4 
26 18 17 38 33.4 
11 6 3 21 6.3 
TOTAL TIME (1) 497 462 487 496 477 472 479 480.7 Administrative, educational and clerical duties 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3} Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
~~ Time does not appear in total - also listed 
under appropriate duty 
(a) Senior student 
68. 
69. 
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TABLE XV 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY . OF AIDES ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Aide A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 5 4 1 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Conferences with Head 
nurse 
TOTAL CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES {2) 
3 
3 
Baths 17 
Assisting nurses 8 
Post operative care 17 
Watching intravenous 12 
Reading to patients 9 
Other care of patients 46 
TOTAL CLASS A 109 
CLASS B DUTIES {3) 
Making occupied beds 18 
Feeding patients 11 
Admission and dis-
charge 14 
Moving or accompanying 
patients 9 
Watching children 19 
Sterilizing 9 
Cleaning thermometer 
tray 8 
TOTAL CLASS B 88 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Making beds 24 
Giving bed pans 2 
Caring for flowers 2 
Caring for patients' 
clothing 2 
Carrying trays 20 
Preparing nourish-
ments 4 
Kitchen work 18 
Errands 40 
Laundry - soiled 3 
- clean 22 
1 
1 
20 
20 
6 
7 
3 
16 
2 
1 
3 
16 
33 
95 
49 
5 
42 
2 
2 
3 
21 
24 
48 
2 
9 
9 
5 
5 
40 
40 
9 11 · 40 
4 30 
6 
15 51 
26 18 5 
11 5 
73 80 80 
2 15 
4 
6 2 
2 
7 20 
2 8 
18 177 25 
50 19 30 
6 6 10 
51 22 
2.2 
2.2 
3.4 
1.6 
4. 
3. 
6. 
27.8 
45.8 
4. 
14.2 
9.6 
3. 
18.2 
13. 
5.4 
67.4 
8.6 
1.4 
2. 
1.4 
12.6 
9.4 
66.6 
37.6 
6. 
27.4 
70. 
TABLE XV (continued} 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF AIDES ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (in IVIi nutes-Average per day) 
Aide A B C D E General 
Days in Time Study 5 5 5- 4 1 Average 
CLASS C DUTIES (continued} (4) 
Laundry - packs 67 45 22.4 
Cleaning, setting up 
units 82 33 92 39 49.2 
Housekeeping - other 44 97 115 52 270 115.6 
Medical-surgical sup-
;elies 15 6 4.2 
TOTAL CLASS C 278 443 355 391 355 364.4 
Time unaccounted for 2 2 0.8 
TOTAL TIME 480 480 480 480 480 480. (1) Assignment, assistance 
{2) Primarily professional 
(3) Semi-professional 
(4) Nonprofessional 
========~====~~~~==========================================-==-=~-===~-=-=-~==~F======== 
averag e time being 45.8 minutes. To gether with semi-
professional duties, Class B, this produces a general aver-
age of 113.2 minutes per day . One aide relieved in the 
premature nur s ery for 4 hours, while another, wh ose time is 
not shown (time book not kept) spent the week in the pre-
mature nursery. Considerable variation appears for the 
kind of duties performed by aides which may reflect both 
range in ability and length of employment. 
Table XVI, pages 72 and 73, shows the activities and 
time consumed by staff nurses in the premature nursery. 
There seem to be no significant entries in consideration 
of the nature of the service. \1\lhile housekeeping reflec t s 
an average of 60 minutes daily for Nurse B, it is doubtful 
that aides can be utilized for all the housekeeping duties 
in the premature nursery. 
Table XVII, pages 74 and 75, Shows the activities and 
time consumed by a senior student in the premature nursery. 
The distribution of time between Classi, A, B, and c, 
dut i es appears to be good. This student had a considerable 
amount of supervised practice in comparison to students on 
the ward. 
One secretary is employed on the Pediatric service. 
Time entries were not comple te enough for tabulation. Hours 
of duty were fro m 9:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M. Monday through 
Friday, and from 8 :30 A. M. to 1:00 P. M. on Saturday. 
71. 
TABLE XVI 
TIME AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES IN 
PREMATURE NURSERY ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Nurse A B General 
Days in Time Study 5 3 Average 
CLASS I (1) 
Exchange of reports 14 23 18.5 
Charting 49 48 48.5 
Rounds with doctors 14 23 18.5 
Stud;y 6 8 7. 
TOTAL CLASS I 83 102 92.5 
--~~--~------------------------------------------------~--
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
General care of babies 
Temperatures 
Feeding babies 
Gavage 
Warming formulae 
Moving or accompanying 
babies 
Checking temperature of room, 
33· 
10 
185 
4 
29 
6 
incubator and ice box 22 
Checking and changing oxygen 
12 
157 
53 
37 
10 
22.5 
5. 
171. 
28.5 
33. 
3. 
16. 
tank 14 10 12. 
Showing babies 6 - 3. 
Changing gown, hand washing 10 13 11.5 
~T~O~T~A~L~CL~A~S~S~A~~----------~--~3~1~9~--~2~92=------------=305.5 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B DUTIES 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
8 
8 
17 12.5 
17 12.5 
Checking linen supplies 8 5 6.5 
Housekeeping 44 60 52. 
Errands - 8 4. TOTAL cLi=ss~~c------------------~5~2~--~7~3~----------~6~2~.~5~ 
Helping on Ward 14 7. 
Time unaccounted for 8 4. 
TOTAL TIME 484 484 484. 
(1) Administrative, educational and cleric& duties 
72. 
73. 
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Nurse 
TABLE XVI (continued) 
TI!l1E AI\ID ACTIVITY STUDY OF STAFF NURSES IN 
PREMATURE NURSERY ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
A B General 
Days in Time Study b 3 Average 
CLASSIFICATION (continued} 
(2) Primarily professional 
(3} Semi-professional 
(4) Non professional 
TABLE XVII 
TIME AND ACT I VITY STUDY OF STUDENT IN 
PREMATURE NURSERY ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
: 4 Tl~e 7Spent (in Minutes-Average p~r D~y} 
Senior Student 
Days in Time Study 
CLASS I (1) 
Demonstrations observed 
Student teaching (orientation) 
Study (Experience Folder 
Conference with supervisor 
·:~Supervised practice 
Exchange of reports 
Charting 
Assisting doctors 
Laboratory technician 
Miscellaneous desk work 
Requisition 
Inventorl 
TOTAL CLASS I 
CLASS A DUTIES (2) 
General care of babies; changing, weighing, 
bathing 
Treatments (suction) 
Feeding babies 
gavage 
Warming formulae and setting up gavage 
Admissions 
Accompanying baby (x-ray) 
Post mortem care 
Checking oxygen tank 
Checking incubator temperature 
Chaeging gown, hand washing 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B DUTIES (3) 
Making babies' beds 
Sterilizing 
TOTAL CLASS B 
CLASS C DUTIES (4) 
Housekeeping 
Medical-surgical supplies 
TOTAL CLASS C 
A 
5 
4 
6 
17 
16 
33 
25 
43 
8 
2 
4 
7 
l32 
46 
2, 
94 
45 
49 
4 
6 
3 
2 
2 
6 
259 
2 
27 
29 
49 
5 
54 
'74. 
7 = 
TABLE XVII (continued) 
TilVIE AND ACTIVITY STUDY OF STUDENT IN 
PREMATURE NURSERY ON PEDIATRIC WARD 
Time Spent (in Minutes-Average per Day) 
Senior Student 
Days in Time Study 
Time unaccounted for 
A 
5 
6 
TOTAL TINE 480 (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Administrative, educational and clerical duties 
Primarily professional 
Semi-professional 
Nonprofessional 
Time does not appear in total - also listed 
under appropriate duty. 
75. 
Duties consisted of making and receiving telephone calls; 
delivering messages; charting temperatures and f ee ding s; 
copying ; opening , closing and c h ecking charts; pasting in 
laboratory and x-ray r e ports; ordering and delivering 
pap ers; che eking and ordering supp lies; directing and talk-
ing to visitors; and attention to patients prior to visit-
ing h ours. 
Analysis of assignment sheets, on the Pediatric s er-
vice, does not indicate the use of an a s.signment "form". 
Personnel are assigned to units rath er than to individual 
patients. There is no indication of functional as s i gnments. 
Aides are not assi gned to work with staf f nurses. 
Tables XVIII through XXIII, pages 79 to SS,have been 
made up from footnotes and observer 1 s notations. Many of 
the entries indicate only a single instance of the condi-
tion or activity described and, as such, may not reflect 
typical situations. They have b e en included since they 
bring out more detail than the average time as reflected in 
Tables I through XVII, as well as comments of personnel and 
observer's notations. 
Tables XVIII and XIX, pag es 79 to 81, indicate the 
difficulties in staffing the wards and the quality of nurs-
ing care during the wee k of study. Many of the entries 
in Table XIX indicate a high quality of nur s ing care with a 
nice re gard for p sycholog ical f a ctors. 
76. 
Table XX, pages 82 and 83, indicates large amounts 
of time spent in some activities, as well as a few instances 
of questionable activities for grade placement. This may 
reflect inaccurate time entries, or need for study of time 
consumed in these activities. Head nurses' entries indi-
cate that time spent in copying, blocking out time sheets, 
preparing feeding schedules and similar activities might, 
to some extent, be taken over by other personnel, and that 
the further development of prepared "forms" might release 
some time for other activities of a more constructive na-
ture. 
Table XXI, page 84, has but few entries and would 
seem to indicate that cooperation between departments is 
good and that supplies and equipment, for the most part, 
are adequate. 
Table XXII, pages 85 and 86, indicates the variety 
and amount of student experience. If this week of study is 
at all typical, students' experience needs to be reviewed 
in relation to experience gained during the remainder of 
the students' training period. 
Table XXIII, pages 87 and 88, indicates the wide 
range in aides' activities and may reflect considerable 
range in ability. 
Observer's notations, in relation to incomplete time 
77. 
entries, duties lumped together, difficulty in classifica-
tion of duties, confusion in terminology, part-time workers, 
incomplete return of time books, census fluctuations, ill-
ness and absenteeism, have not been compiled in a table but 
do reflect the validity of the study unfavorably. 
Th is completes t h e analysis of finding s. A summary 
and tentative conclusions follow in Chapter v. 
78. 
TABLE XVIII 
C0 1\TDITIO:.NS AFF'ECTI NG MANAGEMENT OF WARDS, CARE OF 
PATIE NTS 
Worked only one day; ill rest of week. 
Worked one day; Nlother ill. 
Busy day; sick patients, many trea trnent s. 
Moved patients in corridor to ward beds. 
Students on Ward 28 hours per week; remaining 12 hours 
spent in class and study. 
-Very busy day, many deliveries. 
Another very busy day, 13 discharges (mothers and babies). 
Different relief nurses each day. 
All help new except one graduate. 
Aide nearly two hours late; the only other aide doing 
dishes. 
Spent 10 minutes telephoning trying to get extra nurses to 
help out. 
Supervisor - counting narcotics 17 minutes; scarcity of 
staff nurses. 
Supervisor - head nurse ill, spent 65 minutes helping act-
ing head nurse with time slips. 
Night nurse absent. 
Nursery nurse ill. 
Staff nurse called; will not be on duty for a week. 
Assistant head nurse and supervisor off today. 
Eight new students. 
Supervisor - fed patient; student busy with doctor. 
79. 
TABLE XVIII (continued) 
CONDITIONS AFFE CTING MANAGElVIENT OF WARDS, CARE OF 
PATIENTS 
Supervisor - put out clothes for five patients; aides and 
nurses busy. 
Aide washing dishes; staff nurse had to get ice, fill 
water pitchers. 
Student relieving due to illness of another student. 
Supervisor - helped head nurse with charting , 1 hour. 
Borrowed graduate from another ward (this entry appears 
three times). 
Staff nurse - cleaning discharge cribs; no aide in nurs-
ery. 
Many interruptions during charting ; supervisor finished 
charts. 
Short of help; new staff 
E ight new students to supervise and teach. 
Many interruptions to answer telephone, questions of new 
students, doctors. 
Charge slips written many times during the day; medicine 
tickets written constantly. 
Several doctors in at once. 
Read nurses put in a considerable a mount of overtime; go-
ing o f f duty at 7:30 P. M. - no entry for supper. 
Head nurse - no entry for attending staff meeting . 
Head nurse - no time e n tered for ward te a ching , or orienta-
tion of new students. 
Very little time entered for re a ding patients' histories 
and progress reports. 
Head nurses - no time entered for teaching preparation. 
Supervisor - on duty 515 minutes. 
so. 
TABLE XIX 
CARE OF PATIENTS, HEALTH INSTRUCTION, PSYCHOLOGICAL 
FACTORS 
Babies to mothers; made sure babies were nursing well. 
Student admitted patient, "introduced her to other pa-
tients". 
Nicely written notes appear tor eflect excellent care 
of patients. 
Explained procedure to grandmother. 
Instruction to nurse who will care for premature baby 
at home. 
Health teaching while bathing. 
Drew Santa Claus with child. Explained why he had a 
tube in his stomach. 
Talked to child, reassured him. 
Entertaining children. 
Employment of graduate play nurse. 
Read book for psychological approach. 
Talked to worried mother. 
No time recorded for demonstrating baby care to mothers. 
(indication that there is ample time for this acti-
vity). 
Student - auctioned baby; called supervisor (was there 
a graduate in nursery?). 
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TABLE XX 
TIME AND GRADE PLACE:MENT VARIATIONS ~~ 
Time study, 85 minutes. 
Narcotic count, 30 minutes. 
Acting head nurse - put up peri pads, 25 minutes. 
Time stud y, 90 minutes. 
Trans ferring orders, 152 minutes. 
Telephone calls, 108 minutes. 
Spent 2 hours at home transcribing notes for Time Study. 
Carrying 7 tray s, 45 minutes. 
Unaccounted-for time; 270 minutes during 8 hours. 
Staff nurse - fol ding diapers, 40 mi nutes. 
Emptying 3 bed pans, 45 minutes. 
Making out weekly time sheet, 95 minutes. 
Making 3 empty beds, 60 minutes. 
Staff nurse - time study , 220 minutes (for weelr) • 
Entries do not warrant the time spent. 
Made one bed, 25 minutes. 
Making out assignments, (2-day average) 173 minutes daily. 
Caring for water pitchers, (4-day average) 58 minutes daily 
for one aide. 
Staff nurses - Obstetrical ward average 100 minutes daily 
in taking babies to mothers and returning them to nurs-
ery. 
Doctor's order book, 100 minutes. 
Catheterization (difficulty in procedure) 125 minutes. 
82. 
TABLE XX (continued) 
TIME AND GRADE PLACE MENT VARIATIONS -:~o 
Passing out nourishments and medications - 10:45 to 11:30 
P.M. 
Getting clean uniform, 25 minutes. 
Time study, 70 minutes. 
Aide - watching post operative patient deeply under ether 
anesthesia. 
Aide -putting away drug s (employed one month). 
~!- See also - Tables XVIII, XXII and XXIII. 
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TABLE XXI 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL RELATIONS, SUPPLIES 
AND EQUIPMENT 
Telephone call re garding diet slip already sent in. 
F ood cooled off; had to · be warmed up. 
Called diet kitchen; short of bread, butter. 
Wa ited for tray carriers, due to shortage. 
Aide - late on duty 15 minutes; difficulty in getting 
uniform. 
Only one elevator in operation; 10 minutes' wait. 
Di f ficulty in getting soiled linen removed fro m floor; 
laundry help off at 12:00 noon on Saturday. 
" Fighting with plumber". 
S terilizer plugged up; 75 minutes to clean. 
Borrowed chocolate s~~up from another ward. 
Had trouble with oxygen tank. 
Two trips for supplies not on hand. 
Borrowed humidifier. 
Humidifier leaking; called for new parts. 
Clip remover missing; had to borrow one. 
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TABLE XXII 
STUDENTS - VARIATIO N I N EXPE RIENCE 
Orientation to ward 0 to 90 (minutes per day) 
Ward classes 0 to 195 
Supervised practice 0 to 65 
Exchange of reports 0 to 40 
Ward rounds 0 to 25 
Assisting doctors 0 to 45 
Doctor's rounds 0 to 20 
Charting 0 to 120 
Giving baths 0 to 125 
Giving medications 0 to 90 
Dressings and treatments 0 to 95 
Taking temperatures 0 to 80 
Preparation for surgery 0 to 90 
Post operative care 0 to 240 
Entertaining children 0 to 190 
Feeding children, babies 0 to 225 
Showing b a bies to visitors 0 to 95 
Carrying trays 0 to 110 
Housekeeping 0 to 125 
Second year student - learning to make bed; 30 minutes 
Students assigned to empty bed pans after staff nurse has 
given perineal care. 
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TABLE XXII (continued) 
STUDENTS - VARIATION IN EXPERIENCE 
Sent to relieve - r~de empty beds, cleaned units. 
Sent to relieve - washed instruments; 105 minutes. 
Relieving for another student who was ill. 
Putting supplies in bathroom; 30 minutes. 
On duty at 11:30; got report at 1:30. 
Bed bath interrupted; asked to empty bed pans. 
Ward class - observed babies being dressed; 1 hour. 
Exchange of reports; doctor's rounds do not indicate these 
opportunities being used for teaching. 
Time on duty varies from 450 to 525 minutes daily. 
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TABLE XXIII 
AIDES - RANGE OF DUTIES 
Making beds, bathing patients, filling ice bag s, giving 
bed pans, applying binders. 
Feeding patients. 
Entertaining children. 
Assisting nurses: 
Pediatric ward 
Obstetrical ward 
Medical-surgical 
ward 
0 to 8 minutes daily; average 1.6 
0 to 13 minutes daily; averag e 3.2 
0 to 20 minutes daily; averag e 7. 
Kitchen work; setting up trays, washing dishes, cleaning. 
Carrying trays. 
Cleaning and setting up discharge units. 
General housekeeping; mopping, dusting, tidying. 
Caring for patients' clothing. 
Accompanying patients; to x-ray, deli very room, playroom, 
nursery, transfers, admissions and discharges. 
Caring for clean laundry; preparation of laundry packs 
(time-consuming activity on Pediatric ward). 
Errands (appear to take longer than justified for Obstet-
rical ward) 
Washing and filling ice pitchers (time-consuming activity 
Obstetrical ward). 
Preparing medical and surgical supplies. 
Cleaning thermometer trays. 
Helping in nursery and premature nursery; 
Babies out to mothers, helping to feed and change bab-
ies, cleaning bassinets, damp dusting, care of clean 
laundry. 
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TABLE XXIII (continued) 
AIDES - RANGE OF DUTIES 
Relieving in Case Room; type of duty not indicated. 
Watching post operative patients. 
Wat ching intravenous. 
Learning to run autoclane. 
No special assignment; helped when needed. 
Made beds with another aide. 
Helped where needed; 8 students on today. 
Assisted nurse in giving enema. 
Worked in prerna ture nursery all week. 
Aides appear to need more supervision. There is indica-
tion that time is not used to best advantage;-on 
Ntedical-Surg ical and Obstetrical wards. Time unaccounted 
for varies from 0 to 60 minutes daily. 
Wide range in ability to keep time books. This might re-
flect same range in ability to learn if further training 
is contemplated. 
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CHAPTER V. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of tabulation indicate some marked time 
differences between services for the same type of activity. 
Charting by the administrative group (supervisors, head nur-
ses, assistants and acting head nurses) varies between a 
general average of 0.5 minutes on the Obstetrical Service, 
19 minutes on the Pediatric Service and 41 minutes on the 
Medical-Surgical Service. The variance in general average 
,, 
I 
I 
for charting by staff nurses on these wards is, respectively, I 
23.5, 58 and 63.5 minutes per day. Influencing the variance l1 
is the type of service and, perhaps more important, the em-
plos~ent of a ward secretary on the Pediatric Service, and 
two ward secretaries on the Obstetrical Service. 
The recorded time spent in making and receiving 
telephone calls for the administrative group varies between 
a genera~ average of 9 minutes on the Pediatric Service, 
26.3 minutes on the Obstetrical service and 46 minutes on 
the Medical-Sur g ical service. The variance in time for 
telephoning by staff nurses on the three services is not 
significant; the general average being 3.5 minutes per day 
for the entire group. 
Supervision and instruction of personnel by the 
Administrative group varies between a general average of 5.3 
minutes on the Obstetrical Service, 68.6 minutes on the 
Medical-Surgical Service and 163.7 minutes on the Pediatric 
Service. 
There is little variance in time spent in checking 
and in transferring doctors' orders; the general average for 
the entire administrative group being 29.8 minutes per day, 
while the general averag e for the entire group of staff nur-
ses is 6.7 minutes per day. 
Class A, B, and C duties, performed by Staff nur-
ses, students and aides on the Medical-Surgical Service are 
represented in FIGURE 1, page 91. The same figures for dut-
ies for the Obstetrical nursing staff appear in FIGURE 2, 
page 92; Pediatric nursing staff FIGURE 3, page 93. 
Orientation for students new to the ward varied 
from none (recorded) to 45 minutes (tabulated under ward 
classes). The quality of experience gained by students var-
ies considerably. The time allowance for classes and study 
periods is good, but the amount of ward teaching varies 
greatly between services. The time for exchange of reports 
is too small to indicate the use of report time for teaching. 
The time on duty varies to some extent; students on the 
10:30 A.M. to 7:00P.M. shift; having two meals., work 450 
minutes, whereas, the average day for some other students is 
497 minutes. The general average time is good and the forty-
90. 
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hour week, including classes and study periods, is in effect. 
The quality of nursing care is difficult to determine 
in the atypical week of .this study. From the amount of time 
devoted to patient care, and the footnotes which included 
such items as reassuring patient, and health teaching given 
during bath, the quality is indicated as good. There was 
considerable illness, and absence of personnel,during the 
week of study but, as far as can be determined, the ratio of 
staff nurses and aides to patients is above average. The 
Medical-Surgical Service appears to have been disproportion-
ately short of staff during the study. The hours of super-
vision are high. Only one unusual occurrence (emergency) 
I 
was reported. 
ry difficulties and others are relatively few. 
Footnotes, relative to lack of supplies, laund-
I, 
II 
li 
I 
Aides are being used on all three services for limit-
ed A and B duties. There is little recorded time for super-
vision. 
CONCLUSIONS. Although the scope of this study, and 
the conditions prevailing, do not warrant conclusions the 
following suggestions are made. 
Aides can most effectively be used on the medical-
surgical service where a greater number of Class A and B dut-
ies can be safely delegated to them. Aides can be much more 
effectively used if assigned to staff nurse teams. More 
supervision and ward teaching of aides is needed. Aides on 
94. 
1 
the Obstetrical service are not effectively using all of 
their time. Redistribution of aide hours of duty will more 
beneficially service the wards. Further training of aides 
is dependent upon some uniformity as to educational qualifi-
cations. 
Planned ward teaching needs to be increased on the 
Medical-Surgical and Obstetrical services. A greater distri-
bution of student day s off duty would result in a gre a ter 
variety and increased quality of student experience. Stu-
dents gain much of one type of experience. This needs to be 
considered in relation to previous, and future, experience 
to best meet the needs of the students. They also spend 
from 10 to 120 minutes daily in charting. Further instruction 
in writing progress reports is indicated. The procedure of 
making the pediatric bed indicates need for review. It woul d 
be desirable to have the procedure taught in the classroom 
or, if there taught, to have the teaching of classroom and 
ward better correlated. 
Staff nurses spend one third of their time in semi-
professional and in nonprofessional duties. It may be possi-
ble to use aides more effectively. Consideration should be 
given to team assignment. 
The week of study would indicate that the Medical-
Surgical service would benefit materially by the employment 
of a ward secretary. 
. I 
95. 
Study should be made of the method of recording, 
checking and transferring doctors' orders in an effort to 
conserve the time of nurses spent in this activity. 
The findings do not reveal that writing charge slips 
is an important item in the time-consumption of the head 
nurse. 
Considerable time is spent by staff nurses in chart-
ing. Can nurses' notes be "streamlined"? 
The simple matter of caring for water pitchers con-
sumes much time; study of this problem should result in 
economy. 
The quality of nursing care, as far as can be de-
termined, in the scope of this paper, is entirely adequate. 
It is hoped that the results of this study will 
prove of sufficient value to warrant interest in the recom-
mendations and a desire on the part of the nurses them-
selves to discover and solve their problems. It is further 
hoped that a more extensive study can be conducted for the 
purposes of comparison. 
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A P P E N D I X "A" 
FORMS USED IN 
STUDY 
l 
DIRECTIONS TO HEAD NURSES AND ASSISTANTS FOR TIME STUDY 
Thank you for your cooperation in the Nursing Study. It is 
hoped that your interest in the study will permeate through 
the Staff on your Ward so that the fullest cooperation may 
be obtained in the detail of time keeping. 
Will you, occasionally, please check the time books of Ward 
Staff in order to insure the needed detail; entering in ycur 
own time books -- time spent supervising study. I shall try 
to visit the Wards every other day, or more often as need be, 
to answer any questions. At any time, when not at the 
Hospital, I may be reached at ELiot 4-7800. 
The study will be gre a tly enhanced by a minute detail of 
activities. Entries such as errands --include the kind of 
errand such as, for supplies or accompanying a patient for 
x•Pay, as well as the time consumed. Other examples:-
maldng emply beds, writing reports, unoccupied, serving 
trays (how many), making rounds with doctors, instructing 
students (why or in what), answering telephone, time spent 
with visitors, washing hands, making surgical dressings, 
sterilizing equipment. NOTE-under item Sterilizing equip-
ment, it is important to know the kind of equipment in or-
der to know whether this is a possible central supply 
activity, or a ward activity such as sterili~ng bed pans, 
basins, etc., and also to know whether this is properly a 
professional, or a nonprofessional activity. 
In order that I may check the time books, whether or not 
the persons are on duty, will it be possible to leave the 
time books in a readily-accessible place in your office. 
~fuile on duty, the small books should be carried in the 
pockets of Staff members so that entries can be made at the 
end of each duty performed, and without time being spent in 
walking to the office for this purpose. 
It is desired that the time study be kept by Head Nurses, 
Assistants, Graduate Staff, Students, Aides; ahd Secretaries. 
It will be necessary to have the Time and Assignment Sheets 
(wards conducting study) for each day of the Study. 
In the large · note books -- to be kept by Head Nurses and 
Assistants -- a space has been left for "Footnotes". It is 
hoped that you will enter any unusual circumstances affect-
ing the study --such as: ''unusual day; delay due to linen 
supply arriving late; accident or emergency, unscheduled 
classes, illness of staff member without replacement,etc." 
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DIRECTIONS TO HEAD ImRSES AND ASSISTA1~S FOR TIWili STUDY 
(continued) 
Thank you again for your interest and cooperation. I hope 
very much that this study will prove of timely interest and 
that it will benefit every member of the Nursing Staff. 
Sincerely yours, 
Marion B. McPartland. 
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WARD Da te Day of Week 
-
On duty from to 
Time Time ' Time 
Duty Performed Began Ended Elapsed Remarks 
I 
Sheet reproduced from Time Study 
Book, kept by Supervisors, Head 
Nurses a nd Assistants. Size 7 3L4' 
X 10". 
Footnotes 
- -- -·-
NURSING STUDY 
You are being requested, as one of the members 
of the nursing staff on your Ward, to take part in a 
Nursing study. 
It is not the purpose of the study to learn what 
a particular individual does as an individual but, rather, 
as a repre sentative of her group. The study will indicate 
what kinds of activities are performed by aides, secre-
taries, students and graduates, and how much time is spent 
in these activities. 
The study is being conducted by the Head Nurse 
and supervising staff, and by Mrs. Marion B. McPartland, 
graduate student in Guidance at Boston University. 
The present study will be conducted for seven 
days beginning Sunday, December 11th at seven a.m. If you 
have any questions about keeping the time book, consult 
your Head Nurse. Mrs. McPartland will visit frequently to 
give help with time study problems. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR KEEPING TIME STUDY 
BOOKS 
List in detail, each duty you perform. 
Use the headings at the top of each page. 
List the time the duty began, the time ended, 
and the time consumed. 
Entries should be frequent so no detail will 
be overlooked. 
If you give evening care to patients, list 
the number of patients. On the opposite page, un-
der explanation, tell what you did for patients. 
Example: Gave out wash water, rubbed back, 
straightened bed, Et cetera. 
In listing clerical duties, list what you 
did - charting, copying orders, Et cetera. 
Much detail is needed to make the study a sue-
cess. Use as many pages as needed. 
Each day should total 8 hours, or the number 
of hours you were on duty, in addition to meal hours. 
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============·=·==,=-~=~=-=====-======-==========~·~~==~============~======== 
w ARD _____________ DATE ______ __ 
0 
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' 
n Duty --------~~------------~------------------------------
uty 
erformed 
Time 
Began 
Time 
Ended 
Time 
Elapsed Explanations 
Left side of notebook Right side of notebook 
-------
Sheet reproduced from Time Study Book 
kept by staff nurses, students{ aides 
and secretaries. This book, 32"x6" 
in order that it might be carried in 
uniform pocket • 
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